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Integrated development environments (IDEs) are tools used in cognitive-intensive tasks
such as problem-solving and programming. Their complexity, along with a lack of
adequate cognitive support, constitutes a steep learning-curve that contributes to high
dropout rates for computer science students and subpar performance for novice and
professional programmers alike. Even though auditory feedback — a key form of cognitive
support — has been proven to improve performance, usability, and communication of
information between users and their tools, IDEs today lack this feature. In this paper, we
propose the use of auditory feedback to assist cognitive support in IDEs, particularly the
use of auditory cues and audibles to provide code syntax and error feedback in
programming tasks. We prepared a set of coding tasks for novice programmers to
undertake, both with and without the use of auditory feedback, and then assessed the
effectiveness of our solution by counting errors and taking time measurements. In addition,
we evaluated the auditory feedback experienced by the subjects of our experiment
qualitatively via questionnaire. The results of our experiment were very promising as
novice programmers who received auditory feedback, despite making more errors, took
less time to fix errors and to complete the tasks on average than those that did not.
Furthermore, novice programmers showed very positive affection towards auditory
feedback.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Background
An integrated development environment (IDE) is a problem-solving tool. Thus, at
its core, it must first and foremost provide appropriate cognitive support to developers.
That is, no other development tasks can be properly addressed without first understanding
the problem, the solution, and the tools used to design and implement the solution.
Programming is fundamentally about the iterative process of refining mental
representations of computational problems and solutions and expressing those
representations as code, thus, a lack of adequate cognitive support on an IDE reduces
efficiency, efficacy, and productivity (Loksa, et al., 2016).
To be able to provide appropriate cognitive support we must first understand what
cognitive load is. The term cognitive is defined as relating to knowledge and the mental
processes of perception, memory, judgment, and reasoning. Cognitive load, thus, refers to
the required amount of mental resources needed to perform a task, such as programming.
According to cognitive load theory (CLT), tasks are impaired when the total amount of
mental processing requirements exceeds the limited capacity of working memory. By
minimizing undesirable loads, the developer's memory can hold more relevant information,
thereby improving the effectiveness of the developing process. Cognitive load is composed
of intrinsic load, germane load, and extraneous load. Intrinsic load is the innate difficulty
of the task at hand and is affected by the number of elements, their interconnections,
relations, and interactions, and varies depending on the domain expertise and previous
1

knowledge of the user. While it is mostly accepted that this type of load cannot be altered,
strategies to address it include breaking down the task into smaller simpler tasks,
addressing them individually, and then integrating the solutions. Germane load refers to
the work put into creating a permanent store of knowledge, or a schema, such as learning
programming language syntax rules and semantics, libraries, and APIs. Finally, extraneous
load is generated by the way information is presented to learners, in this case, novice
programmers. Because cognitive resources are limited, using resources to process the
extraneous load (feedback) reduces the resources that could instead be used to process the
intrinsic load (complexity) and germane load (learning). Therefore, it is very beneficial for
problem-solving and programming tools to be specially designed to reduce extraneous
cognitive load as much as possible so that more resources can be directed towards intrinsic
and germane loads (Morrison, 2017). An example of extraneous cognitive load occurs
when an IDE uses a cryptic, formal, long error message to present an error instead of a
clear, simple, short error message.
One key finding of CLT research is the split-attention effect which occurs when
developers divide their attention between sources of information separated spatially or
temporally, such as when navigating code or switching between files. The cognitive load
here manifests when a developer has to keep in mind the information of a source while
searching for and analyzing information from a separate source. Another key finding of
CLT research is the modality effect which occurs when the information to be processed is
delivered through multiple sensory channels, typically, auditory and visually. Research
indicates that, typically, presenting information using diagrams with audio explanations
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yields better learning performance than using diagrams with text explanations (Morrison,
2017).
Auditory feedback can take many forms such as earcons, spearcons, audibles,
auditory icons, and sonification, among many others. According to (Ludi, Simpson, &
Merchant, 2016), earcons are abstract sounds, usually musical or synthetized, that are used
to represent objects or convey information (e.g., chimes and beeps). Spearcons are sounds
generated from sped up speech, while normal-speed speech sounds are called audibles.
Auditory icons are caricatures of natural everyday sounds used as metaphors for events or
actions such as, "shattering dishes" for dropping an object into the recycle bin, "scrunching
paper" for when emptying a recycle bin, "water pouring" for copying, or "door slamming"
for remote users logging out of a network (Garzonis, Jones, Jay, & O'Neill, 2009).
Sonification is the use of non-speech audio to convey information or perceptualize data.
Another way of interpreting sonification is to convert or encode data and information into
sound (Csapó & Wersényi, 2013; Berman, Gallagher, & Kozaitis, 2017).

Problem Statement
Problem-solving and code developing tasks impose a high cognitive load on
developers. In addition to providing feedback in a simple, prompt, and clear way, tools can
reduce cognitive load by presenting the information through multiple sensory channels.
Particularly, research suggests that complementing visual feedback with auditory feedback
can reduce cognitive load. Despite this, modern developing tools, such as IDEs,
overemphasize the visual channel while neglecting the auditory channel. For the rest of
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this section, we will examine this problem, why it is a problem, how the problem evolved
or developed, and the issues and events leading to the problem.
There is no set of coherent design principles used for the creation of IDEs (Henley,
Fleming, & Luong, 2017). Software developers use development tools to write, build, and
maintain their code. The most crucial of such tools is the IDE, in which developers create
and build code (Bellman, Seet, & Baysal, 2018). However, a cohesive set of principles has
yet to emerge for the design of these IDEs. Design principles help guide the design of a
system by providing a set of heuristics and best practices, often based on empirical
evidence. Without principles, designers are left to rely on intuition, increasing the risk of
wasting time and effort relearning which designs are effective and repeating past mistakes
(Henley, Fleming, & Luong, 2017).
The absence of coherent design principles manifests in poorly designed IDEs with
steep learning-curves and poor usability, which in turn contribute to high dropout rates on
computer science courses (Loksa, et al., 2016) and suboptimal productivity in professional
settings (Asenov, Hilliges, & Müller, 2016). This problem affects developers, students, and
other users of IDEs (Gasparic, Gurbanov, & Ricci, 2018).
One recurrent problem discussed in the literature related to the lack of design
principles in IDEs is the poor cognitive support of most development tools. Cognitive
support, in this case, translates to the ability of tools to help developers contextualize and/or
reduce the cognitive load of the problem-solving tasks they realize. Cognitive support helps
users learn to operate the tools themselves efficiently (Henriques, Lourenço, Amaral, &
Goulão, 2018), or deal (or avoid dealing) with language syntax and semantics, or keep in
mind the design decisions and their documentation, or understand runtime behavior, or
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even comprehend the code itself, among many other things (Murphy, 2018; Asenov,
Hilliges, & Müller, 2016; Loksa, et al., 2016).
Another problem found in the literature related to this lack of design principles in
IDEs is the scarcity of support on IDEs for multi-modality for the typical user, that is,
presenting information to (sighted) users in nonvisual ways. Literature is brimming with
papers showing the implementation of tools and plugins that address accessibility needs
for impaired and handicapped users either visually, auditorily, verbally (i.e., speech
recognition), kinetically (i.e., motion detection), or tangibly (i.e., tactile or haptical), for
numerous and various tasks, including software developing (Burke, et al., 2006; Freeman,
et al., 2017; Kanke, Terada, & Tsukamoto, 2015; Zahariev & MacKenzie, 2003). On the
other hand, almost all other papers presenting cognitive support tools for the typical user
are mainly visual in nature (e.g., live programming; visualization tools for navigation,
content, and feedback) (Lieber, Brandt, & Miller, 2014; McDirmid, 2013; Burckhardt, et
al., 2013). In contrast, decades long research on auditory feedback has proven time and
time again that the use of auditory cues as feedback mechanisms is effective in improving
performance, usability, and communication of information between users and their tools
(Brewster, Wright, & Edwards, 1993; Brown, Newsome, & Glinert, 1989; Csapó &
Wersényi, 2013; Garzonis, Jones, Jay, & O'Neill, 2009; Murray, 1997; Mynatt, 1994).
Despite this, and even though auditory cues are used consistently and successfully on many
apps and electronic devices today, IDEs lack this feature.

5

Research Questions
As discussed, novice programmers must deal with high cognitive load to address
even simple programming tasks. Audio-visual modality and auditory feedback have both
been proven to help reduce the cognitive load for users in many applications and contexts,
yet the only uses typically found for them on IDEs are to attend accessibility concerns, not
cognitive concerns.
Despite homing in on such a particular simple gap, the problem-solution space is
vast. Audio-visual modality and auditory feedback can be used to solve many usability
concerns, cognitive load, and other issues related to IDEs, and, at the same time, provide
that support in a myriad of ways. For instance, auditory feedback can be used to provide
cognitive support (Ikeuchi, AlSada, & Nakajima, 2015), show users how to use certain
features (Gasparic, Gurbanov, & Ricci, 2018), assist in code navigation (Albusays, 2018),
enhance recommendation systems, explain code segments (Oney, Brooks, & Resnick,
2018), and help in code structure comprehension (Berman, Gallagher, & Kozaitis, 2017).
The ways in which auditory feedback and cues can manifest is also manifold. For example,
auditory feedback may take the form of sonification, auditory icons, earcons, spearcons,
music icons, and audibles to mention a few. So, the following question had to be answered
first before we could arrive to our current research questions.
•

What kind of problems are most prevalent for novice programmers?

After researching this question, we found that one of the most prevailing and
pervasive problems encountered by novice programmers is dealing with the syntax and
semantics of programming languages (Smith & Rixner, 2019; McCall & Kölling, 2019).
That is, novice programmers not only have difficulty correctly writing the different flow-
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control structures, functions, and statements, but also comprehending their rules and
meanings. For instance, they often fail to declare and initialize variables before using them,
and also fail to understand their scope (Ettles, Luxton-Reilly, & Denny, 2018; McCall &
Kölling, 2019; Smith & Rixner, 2019).
Informed by the previous question, we guided our research with the following
research questions:
RQ1. How can auditory feedback be used to complement (not replace) existing
IDE solutions for helping programmers write syntactically and semantically
correct code?
RQ2. What forms of auditory feedback would be the most effective for helping
programmers write syntactically and semantically correct code?
RQ3. How effective is auditory feedback as a complement to existing IDE
features?
RQ4. How can this auditory feedback be implemented as a plugin for use in these
experiments?

Dissertation Goal
The goal of this dissertation is to determine how auditory feedback could be
employed in IDEs as cognitive support to facilitate their use by novice programmers and
how effective it is at doing so.
The expected contribution of this dissertation is a first step into creating a set of
design principles for the integration of auditory feedback in IDEs to address the cognitive
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needs of users as they write code. In this particular case, as we aim to answer our research
questions, auditory feedback will take the form of and be used for the following:


Token-Feedback: Provide immediate feedback as the user forms (types)
expressions. This feedback will be like an auditory version of syntax
highlighting (e.g., different colors for different tokens and matching
parentheses and brackets indicators) combined with the key tones feedback
we hear when typing a phone number on a phone. With this feature, we
expect to create a memory reinforcement that will help novice developers
remember the pattern of programming expressions, by remembering the
rhythms and order of the audio cues or, at the very least, indicate an error
when the familiar sound pattern is broken, very much like the way we notice
when a phone number is being incorrectly dialed in by the sound of a
different and unexpected key tone or missing key tone.



Error-Feedback: Provide immediate feedback when the user makes a
semantic or syntactic error. This feedback will be like an auditory version
of error highlighting (e.g., the red squiggly lines that modern IDE draw
under offending code). This feature will play a discordant earcon, optionally
followed by an audible explaining the possible reason behind the error.



Success-Feedback: Provide immediate feedback at the end of successfully
formed semantic and syntactic expressions. As far as we know, this
feedback has no corresponding visual feedback on modern IDEs. This
feature will play a concordant earcon, optionally followed by an audible
explaining what was done. With this feature, we expect to create a positive
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reinforcement that will help novice developers generate positive affections
towards programming.

Also, with these features we expect to reduce cognitive load of novice developers
in the following ways:


The immediate feedback as you type reduces the split-attention effect of
having to wait to receive feedback at compilation time, or the one
introduced by needing to hover the mouse or cursor over the marked errors
to receive an explanation.



The audible explanations for errors and successful statements will remind
users of, and familiarize users with, the lexicon and jargon of the discipline,
making communications with other practitioners of the discipline effective,
efficient, and easier, as well as facilitating research and self-teaching.



The emergence of earcon "rhythmic" patterns and the immediate feedback
as you type, along with short audible explanations, will help accelerate and
reinforce learning by reducing extraneous load (i.e., effort and mental
resources needed to understand feedback) and germane load (i.e., effort and
mental resources needed to create and store schema and learn), and thus,
help prevent common errors (such as undeclared variables, uninitialized
variables, variable scope, etc.) from recurring.



Presenting information in a dual modality (i.e., visual and auditory) will
help reduce cognitive load by delivering it without burdening the already
taxed visual resource of the user (Brown, Newsome, and Glinert, 1989).
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We will prepare a set of coding tasks for novice programmers to undertake and then
determine the effectiveness of our solution by measuring the time it takes them to complete
the tasks, the amount and type of errors made, and how long it took the user to fix the
errors. We expect that novice programmers that receive auditory feedback will eventually
learn to make less mistakes, fix errors faster, and outperform those that do not.
Auditory feedback, as described, has been used successfully to solve related nonsoftware development problems. For instance, to teach adults to learn motor skills such as
doing flips (Levine, et al., 2019), rehabilitation, bicycle pedaling (Okugawa, Murao,
Terada, & Tsukamoto, 2015), augment metacognition (Rooij, Schraffenberger, & Bontje,
2018), to trigger memories and provide context for patients at risk for Alzheimer’s or
individuals struggling with memory (Druga, Maes, & Rieger, 2017), to reduce visual
cognitive overload (Ikeuchi, AlSada, & Nakajima, 2015), lessen distractions while driving
(Gable, Walker, Moses, & Chitloor, 2013), to engage and improve immersion in
videogames and apps (Cordeiro, Baltazar, & Barbosa, 2012; Sato & Kimura, 2017), and to
augment and generate enjoyment from the act of writing (Kim, Hashida, Ohtani, &
Naemura, 2012).
Auditory feedback has also been used successfully to support software
development related problems such as locating code errors and enhance navigation for the
blind (Albusays, 2018), to provide guided code explanations (Oney, Brooks, & Resnick,
2018; Sharrock, Hamonic, Hiron, & Carlier, 2017), getting an overview of source code
structure (Hutchinson & Metatla, 2018), program comprehension (Berman, Gallagher, &
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Kozaitis, 2017), and to reduce visual workload (Brown, Newsome, & Glinert, 1989),
among many others.

Relevance and Significance
Computer programs are ubiquitous in today’s world. The need for good and
productive programmers increases with each passing day as every day more and more of
our world is digitalized and automated. Yet, computer science programs suffer from high
dropout rates, in part due to the steep learning-curve and the high cognitive load of the
problem-solving and programming tasks they need to learn to deal with, as well as the tools
used to accomplish those tasks (i.e., IDEs). Even for those students who make it, their
productivity in a professional setting is diminished by the lack of proper cognitive support
of the IDEs and other development tools they use.
The role of programming-language syntax as one of the most difficult and recurrent
obstacles for students has been studied and documented extensively. Recent references
include (Barik, Ford, Murphy-Hill, & Parnin, 2018; Kölling, Brown, Hamza, & McCall,
2019; Weber, 2017).
The high dropout rates and low enrollment in computer science programs has been
documented recently in (Karvelas, 2019; Marwan, Jay Williams, & Price, 2019; Gorson &
O’Rourke, 2019; Loksa, et al., 2016).
The lack of proper cognitive support, complexity, usability problems, and
inadequacy of IDEs as development tools has been documented recently in (Becker, et al.,
2019; Kölling, Brown, Hamza, & McCall, 2019; Karvelas, 2019; Marwan, Jay Williams,
& Price, 2019; Murphy, 2018; Bellman, Seet, & Baysal, 2018; Gasparic, Gurbanov, &
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Ricci, 2018; Barik, Ford, Murphy-Hill, & Parnin, 2018; Hoffswell, Satyanarayan, & Heer,
2018; Syrel, 2017); (Henley, Fleming, & Luong, 2017; Coblenz, 2017; Weber, 2017).
The way these problems are currently addressed in IDEs are mainly by code
completion, syntax highlighting, and live parsing with error highlighting (Fischer &
Hanenberg, 2015; Hou & Pletcher, 2010). Typically, error highlighting helps users by not
only indicating an error visually, but also by providing textual explanations for the errors
on a tooltip that becomes visible when the mouse or cursor hovers over the marked error.
With code completion, programmers are freed from having to remember all the specific
details about each API and have easy access to the associated documentation; all while
actively coding, thus helping programmers avoid context switching and interruptions to
their train of-thoughts, which can be said that provides cognitive support by reducing the
extraneous load and CLT split-attention effect. In this way, code completion supports
programmers in best utilizing their brain power so that they can focus on more important
information, handle larger problems, and work more effectively. Over time, code
completion also helps a programmer incrementally get familiar with the APIs, which can
be said that provides cognitive support by reducing germane load (Hou & Pletcher, 2010).
Research reveals that the use of auditory cues as feedback and as a mechanism for
the improvement of task performance, facilitation of usability, and utility in
communicating information to users has been studied as far back as four decades in the
HCI community (Murray, 1997) and as far back as six in the psychology community,
possibly even further back. Auditory cues used to reduce visual workload has been studied
in (Brown, Newsome, & Glinert, 1989). The results of this study indicated that complex
auditory cues can be used to replace cues traditionally presented in the visual modality.
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Our proposed solution will contribute to the knowledge base by determining if
auditory feedback can be used on IDEs to provide cognitive support. If indeed auditory
feedback proves effective for this purpose, the findings of this research can be used as
guidelines to establish a set of design principles for the utilization of auditory feedback on
the creation of IDEs.

Barriers and Issues
We have identified the following barriers and issues to our solution and goals:


While access to novice programmers is not expected to be an issue, it might be
difficult to recruit a significant number of volunteers.

That is, reaching

statistical significance regardless of the results of the experiment.


Coming up with coding tasks that measure not how well and fast a subject
understands the algorithm, but rather, how well and fast a subject understands
coding syntax and semantics.



Measuring the effectiveness of the proposed enhancements. That is, a subject
may learn and improve in leaps and bounds thanks to auditory feedback, and
still be outperformed by someone not receiving auditory feedback.



While we will try to design a methodology that minimizes the ambiguity of the
results, it might be the case that the results may be skewed by outliers or simply
be influenced by the subjects' personal predispositions, aptitudes, and affinities
towards problem-solving and coding.

13

Assumptions, Limitations and Delimitations
We have identified the following assumptions, limitations, and delimitations:


We expect to be able to screen and exclude students with more than four years
of programming experience or high level of expertise in the recruiting process.



We expect that many students volunteer for this study, but we may end up with
relatively few. If that is the case, the conclusions reached may not be
representative or predictive of any actual improvement. Alternatively, we may
have to switch from a between-subjects approach to a within-subjects approach.



The experiment is directed to assess the effects of the proposed enhancements
in novice programmers only. We will not consider the effect of our proposed
enhancements on more experienced programmers. This impacts the
generalizability of the results of the study.



While we will eventually extend the scope of this research to encompass
different aspects of the development process and features of IDEs, as well as
providing cognitive support in different ways, for this study we limit ourselves
to measure only the benefit of auditory feedback in their specified
manifestations (i.e., earcons and audibles) and only to the problem of
programming language syntax and semantic rules.

14

Summary
IDEs are tools used in cognitive-intensive tasks such as problem-solving and
programming, yet, due to lack of established design principles, they often fail to provide
adequate cognitive support, sometimes even adding unnecessary cognitive load by making
things more complicated than they need to be. This lack of proper cognitive support makes
difficult learning programming and the act of programming itself, which in turn causes
students to drop out of computer science programs and contribute to poor productivity in
professional settings. While there is a plethora of research showing that multi-modality,
particularly audio-visual feedback, helps ameliorate all these issues, IDEs do not make use
of it.
To fix this problem, we proposed to use auditory feedback to provide cognitive
support on IDEs for novice programmers. After researching the most prevalent problems
for novice developers we narrowed down how and when to use auditory feedback and
decided that it will take the form of immediate feedback in three contexts: as the user forms
expressions; when the user makes a semantic or syntactic error; and at the end of
successfully formed semantic and syntactic expressions. With these features, we expect to
reduce cognitive load of novice developers by reducing the split-attention effect; reminding
users of and familiarize users with the lexicon and jargon of the discipline; accelerating
and reinforcing learning; generating positive affections towards programming; helping to
prevent common errors from recurring; and by untaxing the visual channel of the user.
Solving this problem is important because the need for good and productive
programmers increases with each passing day as every day more and more of our world is
digitalized and automated.

15

Our proposed solution will contribute to the knowledge base by determining if
auditory feedback can indeed be used on IDEs to provide cognitive support and how
effectively. Some barriers and issues to our goals are: reaching statistical significance;
coming up with coding tasks that allow us to measure the effectiveness of the proposed
enhancements; and recognizing the possibility that results may be skewed by outliers with
excellent or very poor predispositions, aptitudes, and affinities towards problem-solving
and coding. Some assumptions, limitations and delimitations include focusing only on
novice programmers and measuring only the benefit of auditory feedback as earcons and
audibles and only for programming syntax and semantic rules.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature

This review of literature comprises research that shows the recurrence of syntactical
and semantical errors, bad first experiences with programming, and the lack of proper
cognitive support and general inadequacy of IDEs to address these problems that novice
programmers encounter. It is also composed of research that proposes different approaches
and solutions to these problems and how they relate to our solution. Also, we include
papers about nonvisual, multimodal, and auditory feedback, particularly, research that
shows the myriad of ways in which these have been used in software engineering and
related disciplines, and how they have proven to be effective in providing cognitive support
and other benefits, as well as studies that show how to choose, modify, and deploy this
feedback in the most effective ways depending on the context. Finally, we present research
that supports our decisions for the methodology used for this dissertation.

Novice Programmer’s Obstacles
The following papers serve to evidence the most common problems that novice
programmers encounter and the reasons behind high dropout rates of students in computer
sciences. They serve to justify the need for our research and solution, and they also serve
to help narrow our problem space and aim our efforts to address these particular problems
first.
(Smith & Rixner, 2019) presents a quantitative analysis of the distribution,
duration, and evolution of the errors made by novice programmers. One of their findings
17

was that type errors were not only one of most frequently occurring runtime errors but were
also the most likely to re-occur and one of the most likely to linger in the final version of
a program.
(McCall & Kölling, 2019) combined the measures of difficulty based on time-tofix with frequency of different error types which yielded a ranking of errors by severity
with a different order from that of ranking only by frequency. On their study, semantic
errors were among the most severe, although syntactic errors also featured with high
severity, and the greatest number of errors was syntactical. Among the top ten ranking
errors were “variable not declared”, “variable name written incorrectly”, and “incorrect
variable declaration”.
(Ettles, Luxton-Reilly, & Denny, 2018), determines that the most common
semantic errors that novice programmers made was not remembering that the result of
integer division is an integer not a decimal, employing uninitialized variables, and array
indexing.
(Kohn, 2017) demonstrates that most novice programmers have problems with
variables assignment and evaluation, and that those problems come from misconceptions
and erroneous mental models.
(Marceau, Fisler, & Krishnamurthi, 2011; Becker, et al., 2019; Karvelas, 2019;
Barik, Ford, Murphy-Hill, & Parnin, 2018) demonstrate that error messages significantly
fail to convey information accurately to students and suggest ways to address this problem.
In particular, (Barik, Ford, Murphy-Hill, & Parnin, 2018) states that despite the intended
utility of error messages, users describe their output as confusing and unhelpful; and that
poor error messages present substantial difficulties when comprehending and resolving
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errors for novices and experienced developers alike, consuming up to 25% of their task
time. Their contribution was finding a formal way to improve the quality and helpfulness
of error messages and three practical design principles to inform the design and evaluation
of error messages. Their contribution relates to our proposed solution in that the optional
audible feedback for errors (and success alike) will incorporate more clear, useful, and
helpful information following their design principles and guidelines.
(Rodrigo, et al., 2009) found that students respond to bugs in a variety of ways,
including non-constructive behaviors such as disengaging from the task by giving up or by
attempting to fix bugs by guessing or by systematically applying code they have seen
previously, regardless of its original context. They also found that when students perceive
bugs as a valuation of their personal competence, rather than responding with the goal of
mastering programming, their mistakes discourage them and can cause them to give up on
programming altogether.
Our solution aims to address most (if not all) of the problems mentioned by
providing audible feedback that not only will signal errors but will also explain the nature
of the errors to the subjects in an immediate, clear, short, and friendly way, as well as
providing positive feedback to reinforce good mental models and learning, and, generate
well-being and positive affective behavior in subjects (Seebode, Schleicher, & Möller,
2012).
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The Current Landscape
The following papers discuss the inadequacy of current IDEs regarding the
previously mentioned problems and show proposed or existing solutions to them. These
papers also serve as inspiration and roadmap for our proposed solution and serve to inform
our methodology.
(Marwan, Jay Williams, & Price, 2019) point to several studies documenting the
high dropout rate of computer science students, the positive influence that feedback can
have on students’ learning and motivation, and solutions to provide automated feedback to
support novice programmers, including enhanced compiler messages, positive feedback,
and on-demand hints. Their paper aimed to evaluate the impact of code hints (automated
next-step hints, which suggest an edit that the student can make to bring their code closer
to a correct solution) and investigated how they can be improved with two complementary
features: textual explanations and prompts for students to explain the hint in their own
words. They then conducted a randomized, controlled experiment to measure the effects of
hints on immediate performance, as well as learning, as measured by success on a similar
programming task without hints and investigated students’ subjective experiences through
interviews. They found that code hints with textual explanations improved students’
performance, and they also improved learning when accompanied by self-explanation
prompts. Their findings relate to our proposed solution in that instead of using the visual
modality to present hints and their explanations, we will use the auditory modality. We
hope to be able to replicate the improved performance and measurement of learning. The
details of their experiment will also inform our methodology.
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(Gasparic, Gurbanov, & Ricci, 2018) points out that development tools and the
programmer knowledge of them have an impact on software engineers’ productivity and
quality of software construction. They stipulate that reducing the cognitive load on the
software engineers using an IDE will free them to concentrate on the creative aspects of
the engineering process. They propose that recommender systems can be deployed to
improve IDE knowledge of computer science students. Their study relates to our proposed
solution in that our auditory feedback will also aim to reduce cognitive load and sometimes
serve as a recommender system by providing recommendations as to what to do next, how
to fix emerging errors, or perhaps even activate IDE features audibly rather than visually.
(Loksa, et al., 2016) proposes to teach the cognitive aspects of programming as well
as introduces the notion of context-sensitive help embedded in IDEs to help promote
metacognitive awareness and problem-solving skills.

Their research relates to our

proposed solution, in that we will use prerecorded audibles to teach cognitive aspects of
programming as well as provide help and feedback. While prerecorded explanations of
code edits like (Oney, Brooks, & Resnick, 2018) and (Sharrock, Hamonic, Hiron, &
Carlier, 2017) propose seem to help in code comprehension and to remind users of design
decisions, they only work for the specific project solutions they were made for and not for
cognitive support in general.
(Kölling, Brown, Hamza, & McCall, 2019) propose Stride, an extension to the
BlueJ IDE that incorporates the concept of frames. Frames are the equivalent to visual
programming blocks (such as those found in Scratch), but in text. These frames are inserted
into the code by choosing them from a list. They are also correctly indented automatically.
They contain sections of fixed text (such as the control-structure reserved words,
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parentheses, and brackets) and they contain editable sections where you can insert valid
code or other frames. The whole process is assisted, very much like a code-completion
feature, but it includes control structures. By forcing the programmer to write code using
these features, they eliminate or reduce many syntactical errors, much like visualprograming blocks do.

The Benefits of the Auditory Feedback
The following papers relate to our proposed problem and solution by showing how
and why auditory feedback has been used in software-engineering related contexts. They
serve to provide evidence of the necessity of and give validity to our solution and inform
our methodology.
(Ludi, Simpson, & Merchant, 2016) points out a lack of accessibility support in
development tools whether text-based or visual-based editors and proposes the use of
auditory cues to help in code comprehension and navigation for visually impaired users.
This relates to our problem statement in that this lack of accessibility support can be
attributed to an absence of design principles for IDEs and relates to our proposed solution
in that we want to determine if the benefits of auditory cues found in their study apply to
sighted novice users too.
(Albusays, 2018) points out that auditory cues could provide useful feedback to
both sighted and visually impaired users to locate code errors and enhance navigation. He
proposes to investigate the efficiency of earcons and spearcons as potential candidates for
the auditory feedback system. This paper both evidences the need for auditory feedback
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on IDEs, particularly to locate code errors, and supports our choice to explore different
auditory cues.
(Potluri, et al., 2018) created and studied a Visual Studio plugin called CodeTalk
that brings visual information to visually impaired developers via pro-active error tones
informing them about syntax errors. The developer can then press a keyboard shortcut to
get an accessible list of errors. They also propose a novel approach to debugging with audio
using both speech and non-speech cues and point out the potential benefits of their
contributions for sighted users. This research though aimed at visually impaired developers
is almost a proof-of-concept of our solution and supports the idea that our approach is valid
and viable.

Methodology Decisions Support
The following studies show different considerations on how to choose, modify and
deploy auditory feedback in the most effective ways depending on the context, as well as
studies that support some of our methodology decisions.
(Hutchinson & Metatla, 2018) investigate and evaluate the efficiency of different
categories of sounds for the purpose of getting an overview of source code structure for
visually impaired and non-sighted users. The study compared the effectiveness of speech,
non-speech, and spearcons on measures of accuracy and enjoyment for the task of
overviewing a class file. The results showed speech as the most accurate, and non-speech
as the most enjoyable. Spearcons were the least favored in both measurements. The
findings of this study corroborate the findings of other studies which have also determined
speech as more accurate but less preferable to earcons. These findings will inform our
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methodology as to our choosing of the types of auditory cues and also to align our solution
with what other studies have found out about the effects of auditory feedback in the mood
of users and how mood is associated with learning, productivity, and retention.
According to (Glatz, Krupenia, Bülthoff, & Chuang, 2018), most studies to date
have questioned whether verbal commands (speech) or auditory icons serve better as
notifications, namely in terms of how well they elicit a fast and accurate response. The
current findings demonstrate that verbal commands and auditory icons have different
qualities. While verbal commands are better discriminated against other notifications,
auditory icons can update contextual working memory with less effort. This suggests that
auditory icons are likely to be more effective in communicating contextual information
(i.e., notify that something happened), while verbal icons are ideally used for time-critical
information where there is no leeway for ambiguity (i.e., explain what happened). In other
words, verbal commands and auditory icons should be used as complementary (and not
either one or the other) notifications. These results contribute by providing a starting point
for understanding what type of sounds ought to be employed and for which purposes,
bearing in mind the brain’s likely response to them. They also support our choice of
combining auditory cues (to notify) and audibles (to explain) as feedback.
To complement the above findings, (Shoaib, et al., 2018), proposes the idea of
adaptive auditory feedback which consist of switching between speech and nonspeech
sounds as desired by the user. According to their findings, this approach is more efficient
in comparison to speech only and non-speech only auditory feedbacks in terms of observed
performance and reduce irritation for visually impaired users. This relates to our solution
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in the ability of users to be able to turn off audibles once they familiarize or learn the
context and meanings of the different auditory cues.
(O'Dea, Jedir, & Neff, 2019) point out research that supports the idea that the
auditory modality is useful in facilitating the delivery of contextually relevant data during
tasks that orient a user’s primary attention visually and that non-speech audio may be used
to convey contextually relevant notifications across multiple platforms and is independent
of semantic language limitations. They also point out that delivery of a perceptually subtle
notification may lead a user to ignore or fail to hear a critical safety notification, while an
overtly disruptive notification may excessively overt a user’s attention from their primary
task, contribute to cognitive overload, and cause frustration. In short, the authors suggest
that badly designed auditory notifications contribute significantly to the interruption of
cognitive tasks, and thus reduce the performance of users who may otherwise be engaged.
They focus on the topic of non-speech auditory notification in multimodal interfaces and
propose accounting for how certain auditory attention mechanisms and working memory
may interact. Their review of literature and findings concerning working memory
disruption caused by auditory streams will inform our methodology regarding making a
proper selection of sounds. Similarly, (Cherng, Lin, King, & Lee, 2018; Seebode, 2010),
support the findings mentioned previously and contribute by studying how the harmonic
richness, pitch, and tempo influence auditory perception, attention-shifting, and cognitive
and behavioral responses of users. Finally, to complement the previously mentioned studies
and enhance the qualitative testing of auditory interfaces, (Tomlinson, Noah, & Walker,
2018) developed an efficient and effective 11-item auditory interface UX scale named
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BUZZ, designed to evaluate interpretation, meaning, and enjoyment of an auditory user
interfaces that may be used for testing our solution.
(Griffin, 2019) develops a theoretical framework that supports intentionally
incorporating errors into code and reviews the experiences and experiments of over a dozen
research teams that have employed it for mathematics and computer science education.
Besides finding no negative effects in learning for using this approach, another contribution
of his study is a set of fifteen design principles for intentional bugs which will be used in
our solution for introducing intentional errors in the programming tasks.

Summary
This review of literature included research that showed: syntactical and semantical
errors as the most recurring and pervasive problems that novice programmers encounter;
bad first experiences with programming and how novice students react to them; and how
IDEs with their lack of proper cognitive support exacerbate these problems becoming one
of the reasons for high dropout rates of computer sciences students. These papers serve to
justify the need for our research and solution, narrow our problem space, and aim our
efforts to address these particular problems first.
This review also included research that showcased current approaches and solutions
to these problems and how they relate to our solution. These papers serve as a roadmap for
our proposed solution and serve to inform our methodology.
In addition, in this chapter (and throughout the whole dissertation), we included
papers that show the myriad of ways in which auditory feedback have been used in software
engineering and other related disciplines to provide cognitive support. These papers serve
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to provide evidence of the necessity of our solution, to inform our methodology, and give
validity to both.
Finally, we presented research that supports our decisions for the methodology used
for our experiment, particularly, studies that show what considerations to have when
deploying and evaluating auditory feedback.
Uses and Benefits of Auditory Feedback
•

Improvement of task performance, usability, and utility in communicating
information to users.

•

Facilitate the delivery of contextually relevant data.

•

Used as metaphors for events or actions, to represent objects, convey information,
perceptualize data, and convert or encode data and information into sound.

•

Replace or complement cues traditionally presented in the visual modality.

•

Reduce visual cognitive overload and workload.

•

Help reduce the cognitive load for users in many applications and contexts.

•

Provide cognitive support.

•

Teach adults to learn motor skills such as doing flips, rehabilitation, and bicycle
pedaling.

•

Trigger memories and provide context for patients at risk for Alzheimer’s or
individuals struggling with memory.

•

Augment metacognition and better learning performance.

•

Lessen distractions while driving.

•

Improve engagement and immersion in videogames and apps.

•

Augment and generate enjoyment from the act of writing.

•

Enhance recommendation systems: show users how to use certain features of IDEs.

•

Provide guided code explanations.

•

Assist with code comprehension, locating code errors, navigation, and debugging
with audio.

Table 1 - Uses and benefits of auditory feedback.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

Overview
The following sections are laid out in the order of the overall steps that were
undertaken when designing and deploying our experiment. Each section provides a
detailed explanation of the step it represents and the rationale behind it. Some elements of
the methodology appear in the appendix.
1. Rationale
2. Resources Requirements
3. Instruments Development and Validation
a. AudiFeedbackJ
b. Other Instruments
4. Subjects Recruitment
5. Consent Forms Deployment
6. Participants Distribution
7. Instructions & Assistance
8. Code Transcription Tasks
9. Pseudocode Transcription Tasks
10. Survey Instrument Deployment
11. Data Collection
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Rationale
Throughout the development of this dissertation proposal, we have done an
extensive exploratory research which helped us identify and define a problem and the
following research questions delineated in Problem Statement and Research Questions
sections in Chapter 1.
RQ1. How can auditory feedback be used to complement (not replace) existing
IDE solutions for helping programmers write syntactically and semantically
correct code?
RQ2. What forms of auditory feedback would be the most effective for helping
programmers write syntactically and semantically correct code?
RQ3. How effective is auditory feedback as a complement to existing IDE
features?
RQ4. How can this auditory feedback be implemented as a plugin for use in these
experiments?

These questions led us to further research, which in turn lead us to formulate and
propose a solution with a realistic chance of addressing the problem. Our solution has
already been delineated in the Dissertation Goal section in Chapter 1.
Our literature review helped us develop several approaches to our first research
question. One of the ways in which we choose to use auditory feedback to complement
existing IDE features for helping programmers write syntactically and semantically correct
code is by providing information that would normally be presented visually in auditory
form. For our proposed solution, we will provide immediate auditory feedback to indicate
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when code is correct, as well as when it is not, very much like live syntax and error
highlighting in modern IDEs does. Similarly, we will provide audible explanations for
hints and errors descriptions that would typically only be found in visual and textual form
(or in auditory form, but only for visually impaired users).
Our research has also identified the auditory feedback forms that we will first study
to answer our second research question. Auditory feedback can take many forms (e.g.,
sonification, spearcons, music icons), and each one of these forms has their advantages and
disadvantages depending on the context in which they are used and their characteristics
(e.g., volume, pitch, richness, tempo). For our proposed solution we choose to use a
combination of earcons and audibles because several studies discussed in our literature
review in Chapter 2 corroborated that while speech is considered more accurate, earcons
are considered more enjoyable; while verbal commands are better discriminated against
other notifications, auditory icons can update contextual working memory with less effort;
while audio icons are likely to be more effective in communicating contextual information
(i.e., notify that something happened), verbal icons are ideally used for information where
there is no leeway for ambiguity (i.e., explain what happened). In addition, based on these
findings, several researchers concluded that earcons and audibles should be used as
complementary (and not either one or the other) feedback.
Finally, regarding our third research question, our research has revealed that while
auditory feedback has been proven effective in many contexts, there is little or no research
regarding its use and effectiveness as a complement to existing IDE features for helping
programmers write syntactically and semantically correct code. The way we propose to
answer this and the previous research questions is by running a controlled experiment (i.e.,
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between-subjects) and measuring and comparing the performance and feedback of a
control group against that of an experimental group for the following three tasks:
transcribing code with errors, transcribing pseudocode instead of code, and filling a survey
instrument. These tasks are explained in their respective sections below.
Alternatively, we may opt to use a within-subjects approach in which each
participant will undergo the first two tasks twice. That is, the task consisting of transcribing
code will be run twice, once with auditory feedback and once without it. And the task of
transcribing pseudocode will be also run twice, once with auditory feedback and once
without it. The auditory feedback will be offered intermittently along subjects to account
for the learning effect of undergoing similar tasks in sequence and not favoring one mode
of feedback over the other.

Resources Requirements
The resources needed for this research experiment include:


At least one computer system with the following:
o Java SDK: free development kit for the Java programming language.
o NetBeans: a free open-source Java IDE.
o OBS Studio: a free screen recorder.
o AudiFeedbackJ: NetBeans Java extension to provide automated
auditory feedback and record usage data for this research study.



The computer systems for remote participants must also have:
o Zoom (instead of OBS Studio): a free videoconference, screen, and
audio sharing and recording application.
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o High-bandwidth Internet connection: for streaming.

Instruments Development and Validation
AudioFeedbackJ
Our solution consists of incorporating audio feedback on an IDE with the
expectation that such feedback will provide cognitive support to novice developers,
particularly for writing syntactically and semantically correct code. We will design and
implement an extension for the NetBeans IDE that will handle the auditory feedback for
the Java programming language called AudiFeedbackJ.
AudiFeedbackJ will integrate with NetBeans IDE to:
1. Whenever the subject writes code, if token-feedback feature is turned on,
AudiFeedbackJ will play short, neutral, low-key tones to identify syntax tokens
such as reserved words, identifiers, operators, literals, parenthesis, semi-colons,
and curly-brackets. The user may choose which tokens may or may not be
accompanied by auditory feedback. The tones played will depend on the token
as different tokens can be mapped to different tones or to a single one.
2. Whenever the subject writes code, and particularly at the end of instruction
statements (;), and code blocks (}).
a. If the expression was successfully formed and:
i. If success-cue-feedback feature is turn on, AudiFeedbackJ will
play a concordant earcon. The earcon played will depend on the
expression as different expressions can be mapped to different
earcons or to a single one.
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ii. If

success-explanation-feedback

feature

is

turned

on,

AudiFeedbackJ will play an audible explaining what was done
and what can be done next.
b. If the expression was incorrectly formed and:
i. If error-cue-feedback feature is turned on, AudiFeedbackJ will
play a distinct discordant earcon particular for the type of error.
The earcon played will depend on the type of error as different
types of errors can be mapped to different earcons or to a single
one.
ii. If

error-explanation-feedback

feature

is

turned

on,

AudiFeedbackJ will play an audible explaining the nature of the
error.
3. Create and keep a log file with all the errors made by the subject uniquely
identified, tagged by type, line number, column, compiler message, and
timestamped at the time of occurrence.
4. Tally all errors by type, frequency, and time of duration and generate report.

For instance, if the user writes the following snippet of code and all feedback
features are turned on,
bool isNegativeNumber = false;

AudiFeedbackJ will play a short, neutral, low-key, reserved-word tone for the
"bool" token, an identifier tone for the "isNegativeNumber" token, an operator tone for the
equals sign (=) token, a reserved-word tone for the "false" token, and a semi-colon tone for
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the semicolon (;) token. After typing the semi-colon and playing the semi-colon tone,
AudiFeedbackJ will play a concordant earcon, followed by an audible saying something
like "Variable declared and initialized. Its scope will last until the end of the block in which
it was declared.".
On another example, if the user writes the following snippet of code and all
feedback features are turned on,
if(isNegativeNumber)
{
}

AudiFeedbackJ will play a neutral, low-key, reserved-word tone for the "if" token,
a left-parenthesis tone for the left parenthesis (() token, an identifier tone for
"isNegativeNumber" token, a successful-closing-parenthesis-match tone for the right
parenthesis ()) token, an opening-curly-bracket tone for the opening curly bracket ({) token,
and a successful-closing-curly-bracket-match tone for the closing curly bracket (}) token.
After typing the closing curly bracket and playing the successful-closing-curly-bracketmatch tone, AudiFeedbackJ will play a concordant earcon, followed by an audible saying
something like "If-clause done!".
On the other hand, if at the time when the user types the semi-colon or the closing
curly bracket the user had made a mistake, instead of a concordant earcon she will hear a
distinctive discordant earcon depending on the nature of the error. That is, an "undeclared
identifier" error will make a sound different from an "unmatched parenthesis" error, or a
"missing return statement" error. If the explanation feature is turned on, the user will hear
an audible saying something like "expected parenthesis". Such error will be uniquely
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identified, tagged by type, line number, column, time stamped, tallied, and logged. Any
future edit that fixes any pending previous errors will be timestamped and logged. With
this feature, we will be able to determine how much time it took the user to fix the error(s).
It is important to note that these features, features 3 and 4, will be used to capture data and
generate reports for all subjects and all tasks whether auditory feedback is enabled or not.
Next is a list of coding events, an example, and their corresponding auditory
feedback. The | symbol marks the typing cursor position when the event is triggered, and
the corresponding auditory feedback is played. We will focus on a subset of the events
from Table 2 below.
Coding Event

Example

Feedback (earcon/audible)

Package statement

package myapp;

Import statements

import java.awt.* ;|

Class definition

public class MyClass { }|

Method definition

public void myMethod() { }|

Variable declaration

int myVariable ;|

Variable initialization

int myVariable = 3 ;|

Assignment statement

myVariable = expression ;|

General statement

myMethodCall() ;|

if statement

if(expression) { }|

else if statement

else if(expression) { }|

else statement

else { }|

while statement

while(expression) { }|

do while statement

do { } while(expression) ;|

for statement

for(init ; cond ; step) { }|
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* Concordant
* Package name acknowledged.
* Concordant
* Package library imported.
* Concordant
* Class definition done.
* Concordant
* Method definition done.
* Concordant
* Variable declaration done.
Remember to initialize the
variable before using it.
* Concordant
* Variable declared and
initialized. Its scope will last
until the end of the block.
* Concordant
* Assignment done.
* Concordant
* Expression done.
* Concordant
* If-clause done.
* Concordant
* Else-If-clause done.
* Concordant
* Else-clause done.
* Concordant
* While-loop done.
* Concordant
* Do-while-loop done.
* Concordant
* For-loop done.

Expected semi-colon

import java.awt.*
|

Illegal expression

public class interface |

Malformed expression

double area = (width)(height) ;|

Type Mismatch

int myVar = "Hello!" ;|

Undeclared identifier

myVarable = 5;|

Parameter mismatch

myMethodCall(34);|

Parenthesis mismatch

value = (a + b * (c – d) ;|

Bracket mismatch

void myMethod() { } }|

Missing return

int calculate(int a, int b) { }|

* Discordant
* Expected semi-colon.
* Discordant
* Illegal expression.
* Discordant
* Malformed expression.
* Discordant
* Incompatible data types.
* Discordant
*
Undeclared
identifier.
Variable or method or data type
or class or interface with that
name does not exists. Possible
typo or misspelling or out-ofscope variable.
* Discordant
* Parameter mismatch. The
order, type, or number of
arguments on this method call
does not match any of the
method signatures.
* Discordant
* Expected parenthesis.
* Discordant
* Expected bracket.
* Discordant
* Missing return. All logical
paths in the method must return
a value of the appropriate data
type or throw an exception.

Table 2 - Coding events that will trigger auditory feedback.

The auditory feedback will apply within the scope of the whole code, not the last
snippet of code copied or typed by the user. Similarly, when many errors are found,
auditory feedback will apply only to the first error detected, no subsequent errors. This is
done to avoid potentially providing confusing, misleading, or erroneous feedback, such as
when an error, such as an undeclared variable causes several more (non) errors to be
detected down the line.
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Other Instruments
Refer to the following appendices for more details about these other instruments
needed for this experiment.


Appendix A: Recruitment Flyer



Appendix B: Consent Form



Appendix C: Experiment Instructions



Appendix D: Code Transcripts



Appendix E: Pseudocode Transcripts



Appendix F: Survey Instrument

Subject Recruitment
Once the IRB approval is obtained, we will convert the recruitment flyer (Appendix
A) into different formats such as PDF and JPEG and distribute and shared it via social
networks, e-mail, and news boards. The recruitment flyer will contain instructions and
contact information that interested potential participants may follow to volunteer.
We expect the benefits of auditory feedback to extend to developers with all kinds
of expertise and age, but for the purpose of this experiment we will limit ourselves to novice
programmers. By a novice programmer we mean an 18 years-old or older person who is
familiar with programming, but it is not yet fully fluent in it. More specifically, a person
who is an undergraduate in a computer science-related major or has equivalent knowledge,
who has at least taken one programming-related course or equivalent programming
experience. This person must not program in any professional capacity nor have more than
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four years of experience in programming. The age restriction is to avoid having to deal
with minors and having to undergo a more rigorous IRB approval process.
We expect to have access to many novice programmers. Many of our recruits, we
presume, will be undergraduate students recruited from different colleges and learning
institutions, while some others may be recruited from niche groups such as hobbyists, game
jammers, and online communities.

Consent Forms Deployment
Once a potential participant states his or her interest in volunteering for the research
study, he or she will receive a copy of the consent form (Appendix B) to read and sign.
Once the consent form is signed, the volunteer will receive a copy of the signed form to
keep for his or her records.
After signing, the volunteer will be asked to provide contact information as well as
a date and time in which he or she will be available to undergo the experiment. If they
choose to undergo the experiment remotely, they will be given a set of instructions to
download and install the required software. These instructions can be found on the
experiment instructions (Appendix C).

Experimental and Control Group Distribution
Because we do not know when or how many potential participants will volunteer
and because we want to distribute the participants as equally as possible between the
control group and the experimental group, participants will be assigned to a particular
group in the order they undergo the experiment starting with the experimental group and
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then toggling between each group for each participant. Since we want our findings to be
as significant as possible, we will continue to accept volunteers and perform the experiment
until a set date (to be determined) that will allow us to analyze the data and report our
findings in a timely manner.
In the case in which we cannot recruit enough participants, we might switch from
a between-subjects approach to a within-subjects approach. That is, while in a betweensubjects approach only the experimental group is exposed to the audible feedback, in a
within-subjects approach each participant is exposed to both conditions, no-audible and
audible feedback.
The advantages of within-subjects approach are:


Require fewer participants because each participant generates its own
data points for comparison, while in a between-subjects approach we will
need twice as many participants to obtain the same number of data points
for comparison.



Minimize random noise. Within-subject approach makes it less likely that
results are skewed by random noise. That is, each participant brings to the
experiment their own history, background knowledge, aptitudes, skills, and
context that may influence the results more than the conditions being tested.
For instance, a tired subject will most likely perform worse than a wellrested subject regardless of the type of feedback received. But under a
within-subject approach, the same tired participant will be subjected to both
conditions, reducing the noise.
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The disadvantages of within-subjects approach are:


Learning effect or transfer of knowledge acquired across conditions.
That is, under a within-subject approach, whichever condition we test
second, whether it be no-audible or audible feedback, will most likely be
affected by what was learned on the first condition.



Longer sessions. That is, under a within-subject approach, participants will
have to undergo the tasks for both conditions, no-audible and audible
feedback. This means that testing times will double.

If we employ a within-subjects approach, we will design more (different-yetsimilar) code transcripts and pseudocodes transcripts for each participant, as well as assign
them in an intermittent order to account for the learning-effect.

Instructions & Assistance
When the volunteers present themselves to undergo the experiment, they will be
given the instructions delineated in the experiment instructions (Appendix C). These
instructions will be presented as a document to the participant but may also be spoken by
the experiment administrator gradually as the participant progresses through the
experiment.
Assistance will be provided to configure the required software, and for any other
technical issues that may arise throughout the experiment. Experiment administrators may
only provide programming assistance when asked directly by the participant.
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Code Transcription Task
The code transcription task is the first task that participants will perform. For this
task both groups will be given identical sets of code transcripts (with intentional specific
errors introduced in them) to transcribe. The transcription will be done by typing the code
(not copy-and-pasting) into NetBeans IDE with the AudiFeedbackJ plugin installed and
enabled. Both groups will have visual feedback turned on (i.e., live syntax and error
highlighting), but only the experimental group will have auditory feedback. The auditory
feedback will be a combination of token-feedback, error-feedback, and success-feedback,
as discussed in Dissertation Goal section in Chapter 1. The participants will be expected
to fix all encountered errors before proceeding to the next task or admit not been able to do
so. A sample code transcript can be found on the Appendix D.

Pseudocode Transcription Task
After the code transcribing task is finished, we will also have the subject generate
code in an IDE but from a pseudocode transcript, instead of a code transcript. With this
task we expect to give more weight to our findings, by simulating a more realistic scenario
where subject produce their own code rather than just transcribe existing one. The
participants will be expected to produce correct working code before proceeding to the next
task or admit not been able to do so. A sample pseudocode transcript can be found on the
Appendix E.
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Survey Instrument Deployment
Finally, for our third task, we will include a survey instrument to assess the subjects
affections, thoughts, comments, suggestions, and other kind of feedback regarding the
experiment and auditory feedback as a cognitive support tool. The survey instrument can
be found in Appendix F. This document will be converted into an online format (Google
Forms) so that it can be filled remotely, as well as to take advantage of the data analyzing
tools of the online platform.

Data Collection and Analysis
The data gathering features of AudiFeedbackJ (features 3 and 4) will be enabled
for both, the control group and the experimental group. These features will monitor the
user activity and create and keep a log file with all the errors made by the subject uniquely
identified, tagged by type, line number, column, and timestamped at the time of occurrence.
It will also tally all errors by type, frequency, and time of duration and generate report.
After collecting the data produced by AudiFeedbackJ, we will analyze it. We intend to
measure the performance of subjects and the effectiveness of our solution by comparing
the results of the experimental group with those of the control group. Specifically, we will
contrast the number of errors, the time it took subjects to fix those errors, and the time it
took them to complete the task for each of the transcript tasks.
Finally, we plan to evaluate our solution and the experiment qualitatively by means
of a survey instrument. Some of the questions on this survey instrument will be open ended
and will serve to inform our data analysis, as well as how to improve our solution and
future experiments.
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Summary
In this chapter we began by explaining the rationale behind this experiment and
identified the resources required. Then we described the AudiFeedbackJ plugin for the
NetBeans IDE which role in providing auditory feedback as well as collecting data is
integral for this experiment. In addition to AudiFeedbackJ we mentioned a few more
instruments that will be used for this experiment, namely the recruitment flyer, the consent
form, the experiment instructions, the code transcripts, the pseudocode transcripts, and the
survey instrument. The purpose and deployment of these instruments were discussed, and
they can be found described in more detail on the Appendices section.
After describing the rationale, resources, and instruments required, we proceeded
to describe the steps to undertake this experiment beginning with how to recruit subjects
and obtain their consents. Then explained how the participants will be distributed among
the control and experimental groups, as well as the instructions that they will have to follow
and the assistance they may receive.
Finally, we discussed the three tasks that comprise this experiment, namely
transcribing pre-made code with intentional errors, transcribing pre-made pseudocode, and
filling out a survey instrument for qualitative data analysis. We then discussed the data
that will be collected and analyzed.
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Chapter 4
Results

Pre-Experiment Decisions
Our experiment consisted in having each participant perform four transcribing tasks
in order while receiving auditory feedback for every other task. The first task was to
transcribe Transcript A (TA), the second task was to transcribe Transcript B (TB), the third
task was to transcribe Pseudocode A (PA), and the fourth task was to transcribe Pseudocode
B (PB). These transcripts and pseudocodes can be found on Appendices D and E,
respectively.
The experiment had the possibility to be undertaken either as a between-subjects
study or a within-subjects study. Using a between-subjects approach subjects would have
been divided into an experimental group and a control group. The experimental group
would receive auditory feedback as they performed the required tasks, while the control
group would not. The between-subjects approach would have probably been less arduous
for each subject as they would only need to perform two task each, instead of all four.
Despite this, we decided to go with the within-subjects route for several reasons.
The main reason was that we were not sure how many volunteers we would get, and a
within-subject approach would allow us to reach more acceptable conclusions with fewer
participants. While using the within-subjects approach, subjects were also divided into two
groups; one group (Group A) received auditory feedback for its first and third tasks (TA
and PA) and did not receive auditory feedback for its second and fourth tasks (TB and PB)
while the other group (Group B) received no auditory feedback for its first and third tasks
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(TA and PA) but received auditory feedback for its second and fourth tasks (TB and PB).
As mentioned before, this meant that each subject performed twice the number of tasks
than they would have in a between-subjects approach, and it also meant that the results for
the second and fourth tasks were most likely influenced by what was learned on the first
and third tasks respectively (i.e., learning-effect). Yet, the advantage of the within-subjects
approach is that, in addition to requiring fewer participants, it eliminated the random noise
that people with different backgrounds, knowledge, aptitudes, skills, and contexts brought
to the results. Also, it allowed us two important things. First, it allowed us to analyze the
results as we would do for a between-subject approach, given that half the participants
received auditory feedback for certain tasks while the other half did not for the same tasks
(namely, Group A and Group B). Second, it allowed us to expose every participant to
auditory feedback and, therefore, collect their data and feedback for it, something that
would not be possible for the control group in a pure between-subjects approach. By having
participants receive auditory feedback intermittently, we expect to have mitigated the
learning-effect to not be one-sided in favor of one particular feedback mode.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we switched from a local approach to a remote
approach. That is, instead of having a dedicated location with computer stations with the
required software pre-installed to conduct the experiments in them, we configured the
software in such a way that the subject only had to download a zip file, decompress it, and
double-click on a shortcut file to start the software. This was in part possible because the
Java SDK and NetBeans both have compressed-zip-file distributions that require no
installation and can be configured to work together via configuration files. Similarly, the
AudiFeedbackJ was integrated into NetBeans before packaging it so that no installation
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was necessary. The software package was thoroughly tested and then uploaded to the cloud
so that the participants could easily download it after receiving the share link.
Once the necessary software was on the cloud, we distributed the recruitment flyer
throughout several social networks and e-mail with the message presented in the Appendix
A. Using the Calendly web app, volunteers could choose the day and time most convenient
for them to participate. Calendly would proceed to send us and the volunteer an email with
the contact info, a link to the Zoom room/session scheduled for the chosen day and time,
and a reminder one hour before the meeting.
After a couple of days, we started receiving the replies of people interested in
participating. The volunteers were scheduled to undergo the experiment at a date and time
of their choosing. They were instructed via an e-mail message, presented on the Appendix
C, to download the software package and read and sign the consent form (Appendix B)
before then to avoid delays.
When the time came for subjects to go through the experiment, they were assigned
a sequential subject id number for tracking purposes and were given instructions as to how
to proceed (Appendix C). Every second subject would start their first task with auditory
feedback and then switched to a no-auditory feedback mode for the second task, while the
others would start without auditory feedback and then switched to auditory feedback when
they completed the first task. Similarly, with the third and fourth tasks. This intermittent
distribution effectively formed two groups of participants. Participants that would receive
auditory feedback for TA and PA but no TB and PB (Group A), and participants that would
receive auditory feedback for TB and PB but not TA and PA (Group B). The sessions were
recorded using the Zoom feature for further analysis and backup in case of some
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unexpected eventuality like a bug in AudiFeedbackJ. When done, subjects were asked to
send the generated log and report files via e-mail, by pressing a button in the
AudiFeedbackJ control interface. The files arrived seconds later to our email inbox.
Finally, the subjects were asked to fill out an online Google Form version of the survey
instrument (Appendix F). They were instructed to fill out the survey as honestly and
descriptively as possible, because doing so would be the most beneficial for the study.
Although their answers to the survey instrument would be identified with their subject id,
we ended the videoconference session at this time to make them more comfortable when
filling out the survey. Before logging off, they were notified that their participation in the
study had concluded and that we were thankful for it.

AudiFeedbackJ and the Data Collecting Process
The AudiFeedbackJ (AFJ) plugin required no activation and started along with
NetBeans. The way it worked was by listening to documents events, such as insertion and
removal of text, which in turn deployed a AudiFeedbackJ.ParserResultTask. During a
parser result task:
1. If the subject inputted a semicolon (;) or closing curly bracket (}) or pressed
the ENTER key AFJ would do one of the following:
a. If errors were found at any place in the code, AFJ played back the
negative auditory feedback associated with the first detected error
(if the auditory feedback feature was turned on) and logged the
information of the first detected error such as error code, line,
column, compiler message and timestamp. The first detected error
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was also put on a queue of pending errors so that when no error was
detected on a future parse result task, the program could calculate
how long it took to fix it (them). All other detected errors were
ignored. This was so to avoid registering non-error errors caused by
the first error, such as those generated by a missing semicolon or
closing curly bracket, among others.
b. If no errors were found, AFJ played back the positive auditory
feedback associated with the token or expression successfully
constructed (if the auditory feedback feature was turned on) and
logged which kind of token or expression was successfully typed by
the subject, such as if-else-then, for-loop, variable declaration, etc.
2. Whenever the parser detected that no errors were found, AFJ logged the
time. Then, based on the logged time, it calculated the time it took all
pending errors to get fixed.

In short, AFJ would note the time at which an error was detected (start time) then
it would add the error to a queue of pending unfixed errors. After that, whenever AFJ
detected no errors, it would note the time (end time), remove all pending errors from the
queue (as they now would be considered fixed), and proceed to calculate the time it took
to fix them based on the noted start time and end time. Note that subjects were reminded
to stop the transcription process until any detected error was fixed first.
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Whenever a subject finished a task, a report was generated with the previously
gathered data. The report contained a tabulated list consisting of error code, start time, end
time, and calculated duration.
The error capturing process was not perfect. For example, consider the event in
which a subject made a mistake then quickly erased the offending code and then made the
same mistake. AFJ would count both mistakes as two separate errors with shorter duration
instead of just one error with longer duration. Similarly, sometimes subjects would just
erase the offending code and then, after thinking what the error was, proceed to correct it,
making the time it took to fix the error shorter than it actually was. Also, despite instructed
not to, if a subject continued transcribing code after an error was detected, if that code had
errors in turn (such as being left mid-sentence), whenever the first error was fixed, AFJ
would not count it as fixed until all subsequent errors made were corrected too, making the
time it took to fix the error longer than it actually was. Noticing this we proceeded to
sanitize this data for the instances already mentioned and for redundant and duplicated
errors caused by subjects erasing mistakes and making others as they struggled to fix the
original error. We were able to consult the session recordings to accurately compensate
for these particular failings of the AFJ, and to restore correct values.

Quantitative Data Analysis
During the experiment, AudiFeedbackJ collected the data of 21 participants. Ten
of those 21 (Group A) received auditory feedback only on their first (TA) and third tasks
(PA), while the other 11 (Group B) received auditory feedback on their second (TB) and
four tasks (PB). When subject 7 was undergoing the experiment, we made the mistake of
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starting without auditory feedback for the first task, breaking the intermittent pattern,
therefore, subject 7 was moved to Group B.
For the following tables and the rest of the document, EC stands for error count,
TFE stands for time fixing errors (in seconds), TDT stands for total duration of task (in
seconds), and FIX% stands for percentage of time fixing errors proportional to the total
duration of task (TFE/TDT x 100). Shaded cells and AF indicate tasks that received
auditory feedback, while unshaded cells and NAF indicate tasks that received no auditory
feedback.
Within-Subjects
Transcript A (TA)

Transcript B (TB)

Pseudocode A (PA)

Pseudocode B (PB)

# EC TFE TDT FIX% EC TFE TDT FIX% EC TFE TDT FIX% EC TFE TDT FIX%
1 27 1277 2280 56.0% 21 1034 1610 64.2% 19 521 3005 17.3% 12 421 1151 36.6%
3 13 411

723 56.8% 10

64

465 13.8% 1

1

613

0.2%

3

52

310 16.8%

5 21 613 1456 42.1% 19 954 1565 61.0% 18 211 1495 14.1% 6

80

669 12.0%

Group A

8 27 1691 3135 53.9% 20 588 1510 38.9% 20 352 2264 15.5% 20 352 710 49.6%
10 12 410

482 53.5% 8

77

562 13.7% 4

40

284 14.1%

12 27 1181 2692 43.9% 13 588 1426 41.2% 12 403 2211 18.2% 8 688 1551 44.4%
14 16 137

Between-Subjects

705 58.2% 12 258

18

229

7.9%

16 15 464 1176 39.5% 12 217

699 31.0% 13 493 1100 44.8% 10 24

444

5.4%

18 16 582 1001 58.1% 16 117

523 22.4% 10 46

484

9.5%

7

40

310 12.9%

20 7

418

478

0.6%

4

27

300

225

485 28.2% 9

718 31.3% 5

115

36

408 28.2% 6

8.6%

3

30

3

442

6.8%

6

9.0%

Group B

2 13 1463 1789 81.8% 16 696 1163 59.8% 16 806 2547 31.6% 6 705 1256 56.1%
4 21 1254 2152 58.3% 20 576 1365 42.2% 10 371 1651 22.5% 4

32

474

6.8%

6 9

649 1098 59.1% 7

82

416 19.7% 1

7

469

2

7

229

3.1%

7 9

252

130

384 33.9% 4

83

475 17.5% 2

23

236

9.7%

9 17 562 1075 52.3% 18 231

768 30.1% 12 193 896 21.5% 6

15

409

3.7%

11 12 552 1106 49.9% 19 433

924 46.9% 6

77

596 12.9% 4

22

325

6.8%

13 16 623 1254 49.7% 13 228

732 31.1% 7

31

680

33

382

8.6%

481 52.4% 8

1.5%

4.6%

7

15 15 118 1751 6.7% 15 626 1308 47.9% 8 527 1850 28.5% 6 138 1183 11.7%
17 12 244

610 40.0% 12 125

483 25.9% 13 228 578 39.4% 5

19

310

6.1%

19 15 1053 1643 64.1% 9

461 1015 45.4% 12 262 1056 24.8% 7

52

555

9.4%

21 12 446

150

9

290

3.1%

736 60.6% 9

580 25.9% 2

Table 3 –Quantitative data for all subjects and all transcribing tasks.
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34

605

5.6%

4

Given that the transcripts TA and TB (Appendix D) consisted roughly of the same
code structure, number of lines, and number of errors, similarly for pseudocodes PA and
PB (Appendix E), we consider lower scores in EC, TFE, TDT, and FIX% for the second
task in each pair (namely TB and PB) for each subject, indicators of the learning effect.
We observed that for 28 out of 42 (66.6%) pair of tasks the error count (EC) for the second
task was less than for the first task. That for 34 out of 42 (80.9%) pair of tasks the time
fixing errors (TFE) for the second task was less than for the first task. That for 41 out of
42 (97.6%) pair of tasks the total duration (TDT) for the second task was less than for the
first task. And that for 28 out of 42 (66.6%) pair of tasks the percentage of time fixing
errors in proportion with the total duration of the task (FIX%) for the second task was less
than for the first task.
EC

TFE

TDT

FIX%

Number of participants for which TB < TA and PB < PA.

7

13

20

8

Number of participants for which TB < TA and PB >= PA.

7

6

0

10

Number of participants for which TB >= TA and PB < PA.

7

2

1

2

Number of participants for which TB >= TA and PB >= PA.

0

0

0

1

Table 4 – Data indicating strong possibility of learning-effect.

Table 4 shows in detail the data for these findings. The first row shows the number
of participants for which the learning effect was detected in -both- TB and PB tasks in each
category, therefore, they count double towards the tally. The second and third rows shows
the number of participants for which the learning effect was only partially detected.
Considering lower scores on both tasks (first row) as the only indicator of the learning
effect, then the assumption still holds for TFE and TDT. The fourth row shows the number
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of participants for which the learning effect was not detected at all (i.e., scored higher on
TB and PB).
Number of Participants for Which
Auditory Feedback Scored Lower for
Transcripts Out of 21 Participants

Number of Participants for Which
Auditory Feedback Scored Lower for
Pseudocodes Out of 21 Participants

EC

TFE

TDT

FIX%

EC

TFE

TDT

FIX%

6

11

12

12

10

12

11

16

28.6%

52.4%

57.1%

57.1%

47.6%

57.1%

52.4%

76.2%

Table 5 – Within-subjects comparison results.

In Table 5, within-subjects comparison results for both types of tasks are shown.
That is, Table 5 shows the number and percent of participants that scored lower when
receiving auditory feedback for transcripts (TA vs TB) and pseudocode tasks (PA vs PB).
For instance, 12 out of 21 (57.1%) participants finished the transcript task in which they
received auditory feedback faster, while 11 out of 21 (52.4%) participants finished the
pseudocode task in which they received auditory feedback faster. We can observe then that
despite more participants having higher error count (EC) when receiving auditory feedback
for transcripts and pseudocode, in all other measures more participants scored lower, if
only by a couple of participants each.
Transcript A
(TA)

Transcript B
(TB)

Pseudocode A
(PA)

Pseudocode B
(PB)

AF

NAF

AF

NAF

AF

NAF

AF

NAF

EC

18.1

13.7

13.3

13.7

11.0

8.3

4.8

8.0

TFE

699.1

656.0

339.8

397.1

213.7

238.1

95.9

174.2

TDT

1437.1

1245.0

830.7

910.6

1265.4

1036.6

513.5

595.8

FIX
%

46.8%

52.3%

37.2%

36.3%

14.1%

19.1%

11.4%

20.8%

Table 6 - Between-subjects comparison results
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In Table 6, between-subjects comparison results for all tasks are shown. We can
observe that for the TA task parcipants that received auditory feedback scored better only
on FIX%, while for the TB task they scored better in EC, TFE, and TDT. For PA they
scored better in TFE and FIX%, while for PB they scored better in all four measurements.
These results indicate that participants that received auditory feedback scored better overall
(10 out of 16 measurements, 62.5%) than participants who did not, particularly in TFE and
FIX%.

Figure 1 - Error count average and standard deviation across all tasks

Figure 1 is a box and whiskers chart used to visualize statistical data. Lines on top
and bottom of the boxes indicate variability, the × represents the mean, the horizontal line
inside each box the median, and the points outside the boxes represent outliers (Figures 2,
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3, and 4 have some outliers). We can observe how the EC for TA-AF was disproportionally
larger than all other tasks. Given that the same did not happen for TA-NAF, also a veryfirst task, this disparity may have occurred because of nervousness on the part of subjects
being exposed to a new feature (i.e., auditory feedback), as well as not receiving the
benefits of the learning-effects. Nevertheless, we can see that auditory feedback EC proved
better for TB and PB.

Figure 2 - Time to fix error average and standard deviation across all tasks

In Figure 2, we can observe how, except for TA-AF, all other task scored lower
TFE when receiving auditory feedback, especially so if we consider their variability. We
can also observe a gradual decrease in TFE across all tasks in both feedback modalities
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(possibly due to nervousness fading and/or the learning-effect). Finally, we can see that the
median for auditory feedback was lower in all tasks.

Figure 3 - Total duration of task average and standard deviation across all tasks

In Figure 3, we can observe that for tasks TB and PB the TDT when receiving
auditory feedback scored lower. Despite a having a larger mean, TA-AF has a lower
median than TA-NAF, though the differences are negligible. Also, notice that this chart,
along with Figure 1, seems to indicate that the high EC and TDT on TA and PA are
probably caused in both cases by confronting a new type of tasks for the first time.
Ameliorations to address this are discussed in the Recommendations section.
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Figure 4 - Time to fix error in proportion to the total duration of task average and standard deviation across all tasks

Finally, in Figure 4 we can observe that, except for TB, audio feedback consistently
scored lower in FIX% across all tasks, even taking variances and medians into
consideration. Similarly, for Figures 1 through 4 we can see that PB-AF scored
considerably lower (better) even taking into consideration variances and medians. This
may indicate that auditory feedback proves more beneficial for pseudocode once the
novelty of trying a new task (PA) wears off. Finally, we can see that the FIX% median for
auditory feedback, as well as the variance, were lower in all tasks.
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Qualitative Data Analysis
As part of the experiment, each subject was asked to fill out a survey instrument
(Appendix F) with the purpose of measuring the qualitative aspects of auditory feedback,
as well as the experiment. Particularly, subjects were asked how helpful they considered
auditory feedback to be, as well as how auditory feedback made them feel as perceived in
the experiment. They were also asked how to improve auditory feedback and the
experiment. The literature review revealed the importance of good affection towards the
tools used for the coding tasks, as positive affection is associated with motivation and
learning, while negative affection is associated with non-constructive behaviors such as
disengaging and giving up. Therefore, measuring the affection was an important aspect of
this study. Table 7 shows the answers each subject gave to the questions of whether visual
error feedback (VEF), visual syntax feedback (VSF), auditory error feedback (AEF),
auditory syntax feedback (ASF), and auditory positive feedback (APF) were very helpful
(VH), helpful (H), somewhat helpful (SH), or not helpful (NH). The last two columns
show the answers each subject gave to the questions of how did visual feedback (VFF) or
auditory feedback (AFF) made them feel during the experiment. They could answer these
questions with very positive (VPOS), positive (POS), neutral (NEU), negative (NEG) and
very negative (VNEG). The table was sorted by the years of programming experience (YE)
of the participants to be able to easily discern if there was a bias or pattern for any of the
features that correlated with their amount of experience. We had participant divided into
the following experience brackets: ten participants with one year or less, four participants
with one to two years, three participants with two to three years, and four participants with
three to four years.
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ID
1
2
3
4
8
9
12
13
15
18
10
11
17
21
14
16
19
5
6
7
20

YE
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(1,2]
(1,2]
(1,2]
(1,2]
(2,3]
(2,3]
(2,3]
(3,4]
(3,4]
(3,4]
(3,4]

VEF
VH
SH
H
SH
SH
H
VH
H
SH
VH
SH
SH
H
H
H
H
H
VH
VH
VH
H

AEF
VH
VH
VH
VH
VH
H
VH
H
SH
H
SH
VH
H
VH
H
H
VH
VH
VH
H
VH

VSF
VH
H
SH
H
SH
H
SH
SH
SH
SH
H
H
VH
H
SH
H
H
VH
H
VH
VH

ASF
VH
VH
H
VH
H
H
VH
H
H
SH
SH
H
H
VH
SH
SH
VH
VH
H
H
VH

APF
VH
VH
VH
VH
VH
H
H
H
NH
VH
NH
H
SH
H
NH
H
VH
VH
VH
SH
VH

VFF
POS
NEU
NEU
NEU
NEU
POS
POS
NEU
NEU
NEU
NEU
NEU
POS
POS
NEU
NEU
NEU
VPOS
VPOS
VPOS
POS

AFF
POS
VPOS
POS
VPOS
NEU
POS
VPOS
POS
NEU
POS
POS
POS
VPOS
VPOS
POS
NEU
VPOS
VPOS
VPOS
NEU
VPOS

Table 7 – Ratings of helpfulness and affection of visual and auditory feedback

In Table 7, we can observe that 91% of subjects (all subjects except two) rated
auditory error feedback (AEF) equal or higher than visual error feedback (VEF). Similarly,
81% of subjects (all subject except four) rated auditory syntax error feedback (ASF) equal
or higher than visual syntax feedback (VSF). Finally, 95% of subjects (all subjects except
for one) rated their feelings towards auditory feedback (AFF) equal or more positive than
visual feedback (VFF).

Visual Error
Feedback
(VEF)
Auditory Error
Feedback
(AEF)
Visual Syntax
Feedback

Very Helpful
(VH)

Helpful
(H)

Somewhat Helpful
(SH)

Not Helpful
(NH)

6
[3|0|0|3]

9
[3|2|3|1]

6
[4|2|0|0]

0
[0|0|0|0]

12
[6|2|1|3]

7
[3|1|2|1]

2
[1|1|0|0]

0
[0|0|0|0]

5
[1|1|0|3]

9
[3|3|2|1]

7
[6|0|1|0]

0
[0|0|0|0]
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(VSF)
Auditory Syntax
Feedback
(ASF)

8
[4|1|1|2]

9
[5|2|0|2]

4
[1|1|2|0]

0
[0|0|0|0]

Auditory Positive
Feedback
(APF)

10
[6|0|1|3]

6
[3|2|1|0]

2
[0|1|0|1]

3
[1|1|1|0]

Table 8 - Tallies of helpfulness of visual and auditory feedback

Table 8 shows the tally of answers given by participants when asked to qualify the
helpfulness of the different types of visual and auditory feedback. The numbers between
brackets below each tally indicate the how many points were contributed by participants
of one, two, three, and four years or less of programming experience, respectively. For
instance, the AEF tally of 12 VH, is constituted by six participants with one year or less,
two participants of two years or less, one participant of three years or less, and three
participants of fourth years or less of programming experience. As we can see, auditory
feedback scored higher than visual feedback for all types. The auditory positive feedback,
which has no visual counterpart, scored high in helpfulness on its own accord. Also, based
on Table 8 and 9, we can see that those with four years or less of programming experience
put high value in visual feedback, while those with one year or less did not.

Visual
Feedback
Feelings
(VFF)
Auditory
Feedback
Feelings
(AFF)

Very
Positive
(VPOS)

Positive
(POS)

Neutral
(NEU)

Negative
(NEG)

Very
Negative
(VNEG)

3
[0|0|0|3]

6
[3|2|0|1]

12
[7|2|3|0]

0
[0|0|0|0]

0
[0|0|0|0]

9
[3|2|1|3]

8
[5|2|1|0]

4
[2|0|1|1]

0
[0|0|0|0]

0
[0|0|0|0]

Table 9 - Tallies of affection of participants towards visual and auditory feedback.
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Similarly, Table 9 shows the tally of answers given by participants when asked to
qualify their feelings towards visual and auditory feedback. As we can see, 12 participants
(57%) felt neutral towards visual feedback, while 17 participants (81%) felt positive or
very positive towards auditory feedback.

Open-Ended Questions Review
The Appendix G holds the answers to the open-ended questions in the survey
instrument given to participants after undergoing the transcription tasks.

Here we

summarize the key findings.
How would you describe visual feedback in this experiment?
About six participants described visual feedback in a completely good light,
describing it as helpful through and through, three of them had four years or less of
programming experience, one had three years or less, the other two had one year or less.
The other 15 described it in a mixed or bad light, sometimes complimenting visual error
feedback, but criticizing visual syntax feedback, or vice versa.
The most common critique shared was that visual feedback helped them detect and
find errors fast, but that the error explanation given was strange, unhelpful, confusing,
unfriendly, aggressive, complicated, annoying, insufficient, difficult to understand,
overwhelming, vague or that it made fixing the error hard. On the other hand, there were
comments that revealed that sometimes visual feedback went unnoticed (also witnessed by
us whenever we had to point it out during the experiment), which can be caused by many
things including being too focused on typing or tunnel vision or bad sight (as was the case
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for one subject who could not see the vertical gray lines that marked the different levels of
indentation of the code).
Other comments of particular interest that confirm many of the observations made
by other authors in the literature review include a student who admitted getting frustrated
by the unfriendly error explanations to the point of stopping programming altogether.
Others coincided in that to understand many of the error explanations or to know how to
fix the errors encountered one had to have a vast knowledge of the programming language
or do research on the Internet. One participant commented that having the IDE mark as an
error the line that they had not even finished typing was a bit confusing (as also witnessed
by us with many participants who erased the whole line time and time again thinking that
they had made a mistake).
How would you describe auditory feedback in this experiment?
With few exceptions, auditory feedback was described in a very good light. The
most common description shared by participants was that auditory feedback allowed them
to detect and correct errors more quickly and efficiently than visual feedback. Others
described it as it being more instantaneous than visual feedback, and helpful for users who
were not paying attention to the code they were writing (as can be the case for users that
need to look at the keyboard when typing). Similarly, some others commented that it made
them avoid errors or avoid leaving errors uncorrected, while others noticed that auditory
feedback allowed them to avoid spending a lot of time finding and/or fixing mistakes, or
correct mistakes before making other mistakes and losing more time fixing them.
The second most shared description was describing audio feedback as fun with
comments like:
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"… made coding fun and educational."
"Also is little bit fun with audio than visual feedback."
"…it made programming dynamic… like a game, every line a challenge, in which
one gave it its best to not fail, and thus, every line was made an exciting intrigue."
"…it felt like if you were playing a little game cause of the sounds of
accomplishments."
Other subjects made analogies, claiming that auditory feedback providing possible
solutions was like having a professor teaching you, or like Alexa explaining why you have
an error. They also added that explanations were useful, very easy to understand, and
helped solve the errors quicker than reading the visual feedback or seeing a red line and
wondering what went wrong.
Other subjects commented that auditory feedback made them feel more positive,
relaxed, confident, and even cheerful. One subject said that it assured him when they were
on the right track, one said it let him know when he had ended an if-else statement, and
one said that at first, he thought that the audio would be annoying but that it was more
helpful than he thought and that he even found it weird when it did not appear.
On the other hand, some subjects described auditory feedback in a mixed or bad
light. One claimed that long error feedbacks would kick him out of the zone. Another one
described it as interesting, but a bit repetitive. One other felt that success feedback was
obtrusive and distracting at times, but that error and syntax voice clips were somewhat
helpful.
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How would you improve or change auditory feedback to be more helpful or
make you feel more positive?
Some of our early subjects did not notice that the AudiFeedbackJ plugin allowed
them to add sound files from their computers and in doing so change not only the cue
sounds (earcons) but also the voice sounds (audibles) for positive, negative, and syntax
feedback. Similarly, some early subjects were unaware that the AudiFeedbackJ plugin
allowed them to deactivate specific cue and voice sounds as they grew accustomed (or
annoyed) of them (but not during the experiment, of course). As soon as we became aware
of this recurring recommendation, we started making subsequent subjects aware of the
existence of these features during the instruction phase of the experiment.
A couple of the participants saw little or nothing to improve describing it as perfect,
not irritating, and well thought. The vast majority, on the other hand, while content with
the experience had at least one suggestion to make. One of the most common suggestion
was clearer and better quality of sound and voice. Another common suggestion was
limiting the number of times the same feedback played consecutively, because it became
repetitive at times. Similarly, another suggested adding a more energetic voice, because the
one they experienced felt like a GPS and boring. Other particularly interesting suggestions
included providing auditive feedback in various spoken languages and programming
languages. While another suggested to offer a variety of sound packs that users could
choose from. A couple suggested making the user hover over the red line or pressing a key
or button next to the highlighted code so that auditory feedback could be replayed as many
times as needed (or not at all).
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Other suggestions included a volume setting and more mellow sounds for positive
feedback, since the ones used in the experiment were too strident and broke their
concentration. Another subject thought that every error audible should start with a
"STOP!" and after fixing an error it should say "Great you fix them!" with a victory sound.
Other suggested to cut the feedback at the moment the error is corrected. One suggested
using game sounds. Another suggested increasing the speed of slow feedback. And finally,
another one suggested auditory feedback for code already completely written (as in when
opening an existing file with errors) instead of just when typing.
Write any other comments, suggestions, questions that you may have
regarding this experiment.
For this question, most, if not all, of the comments mentioned that auditory
feedback is a great feature that would be very helpful to novice programmers, and many
suggested to extend it so that it can be used for other programming languages and code
editors.

Summary
This chapter began by enumerating the four tasks that subjects were required to
undergo in the experiment. The first task was Transcript A (TA), then Transcript B (TB),
then Pseudocode A (PA), and the last one Pseudocode B (PB). We also discussed the
reasons why we choose to go with a within-subjects approach and the distribution of
participants among Group A, which would receive auditory feedback only for tasks TA
and PA, and the Group B, which would receive auditory feedback only for tasks TB and
PB. Then, we discussed the steps we took to prepare and deploy all resources needed for
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the experiment. After that we explained the algorithm used by the AudiFeedbackJ plugin
to capture and tabulate the data, as well as the considerations and measures we took to
sanitize it.
We then proceeded to present and analyze the quantitative data for all participants
in all four tasks, namely the error count (EC), the time to fix errors (TFE), the total duration
of the task (TDT), and the time to fix errors proportional to the total duration of the task
(FIX%). The analysis of the data revealed at least a trace of learning-effect for all but one
participant, meaning that most participants scored lower on tasks TB and PB across all
measurements in both groups. A within-subjects analysis revealed that subjects that
received auditory feedback, despite making more errors, scored lower in TFE, TDT and
FIX% for transcript and pseudocode tasks alike, suggesting that auditory feedback was
effective in reducing the time participants spent fixing errors and therefore the total
duration of the task despite making more errors. A between-subjects analysis revealed that
subjects that received auditory feedback scored better in 10 out of 16 measurements (four
measurements for four tasks) than participants who did not, particularly in TFE and FIX%.
In addition to quantitative data, we also presented and analyzed qualitative data,
captured by the survey instrument (Appendix F). Among the data presented and analyzed
was the age, sex, and years of programming experience of the subjects, as well as the
perceived helpfulness of the different types of visual and auditory feedback. The analysis
revealed that 91% and 81% of subjects rated auditory error and syntax feedback,
respectively, equal or higher than their visual counterparts. Auditory success feedback,
which has no visual counterpart, also scored high in helpfulness. The analysis also revealed
that 95% of subjects rated their feelings towards auditory feedback equal or more positive
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than visual feedback. Finally, we proceeded to review the answers given by participants to
the open-ended questions in the survey instrument (Appendix G).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations, and Summary

Conclusions
We had 21 participants, divided into two groups (Group A and B), undergo four
coding tasks (TA, TB, PA, and PB). Group A consisted of participants that received
auditory feedback for only TA and PA tasks, while Group B received auditory feedback
for only TB and PB tasks. All tasks were measured in terms of error count (EC), time to
fix errors (TFE), total duration of task (TDT) and time to fix errors proportional to the total
duration of the task (FIX%). We inferred learning effects since the second tasks produced
better scores across all measurements, especially for TFE and TDT, as expected. Assigning
audio feedback intermittently, gave us the opportunity to divide these learning-effect
evenly between both groups, and not only examine the results using a within-subject
approach, but also using a between-subject approach.
Using the within-subject approach (Table 5) we observed that despite more
participants having worse EC when receiving auditory feedback for transcripts and
pseudocode, in all other measures more participants scored lower, if only by a couple of
participants each. This is an indicator that auditory feedback was effective in reducing the
time participants spent fixing errors and therefore the total duration of the task despite
making more errors.
Using the between-subject approach (Table 6) we observed that participants that
received auditory feedback scored better overall (10 out of 16 measurements, 62.5%) than
participants who did not, particularly in TFE and FIX%. This is an indicator that auditory
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feedback was effective in reducing the time participants spent fixing errors and therefore
the FIX%.
We also captured and analyzed qualitative data that measured how helpful
participants regarded visual feedback and auditory feedback (Table 8). We observed that
the majority of subjects rated auditory error and syntax feedback (AEF and ASF) equal or
higher than visual error and syntax feedback (VEF and VSF). Similarly, 95% of subjects
rated their feelings towards auditory feedback (AFF) equal or more positive than visual
feedback (VFF). We believe this is so because of the novelty of the feature in comparison
to visual feedback, even if just a bit more for subjects with less than a year of experience,
but also because of all the benefits associated with auditory feedback discussed in the
literature review and as evidenced by the answers to open-ended questions, discussed next.
Considering auditory feedback alone, 19 participants (90%) rated AEF very helpful or
helpful, 17 participants (81%) did the same for ASF, and 16 participants (76%) did the
same for auditory positive feedback (APF), although APF was the only feedback feature
among visual and auditory to be described as "Not Helpful" by three participants. The
feelings of 17 participants (81%) towards auditory feedback were very positive or positive,
in contrast with 12 participants (57%) whose feeling towards visual feedback were neutral.
We believe this is so because it is the default feature and has little or no novelty in
comparison with auditory feedback, but also because it is plagued with all the usability
issues discussed in the literature review and as evidenced by the answers to the open-ended
questions, discussed next. On the other hand, we also observed that those with three to four
years of programming experience put high value in visual feedback, while those with three
or less did not. We think that this is so because those participants grew to learn to
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understand and depend on visual feedback, while the others have not had the opportunity
to do so yet.
In addition to these qualitative measures, we gathered and reviewed the answers of
participants to four open-ended questions (Appendix G). Most of the answers to the first
question "How would you describe visual feedback in this experiment?" put visual
feedback in a mixed or completely bad light. The most common critique shared was that
visual feedback helped them detect and find errors fast, but that the error and syntax
highlighting and textual explanations given were strange, unhelpful, confusing, unfriendly,
aggressive, complicated, annoying, insufficient, difficult to understand, overwhelming,
vague or that it made fixing the error hard. All these critiques confirm what other authors
in the literature review have observed about visual error feedback and error messages. The
answers to the second question "How would you describe auditory feedback in this
experiment?", with few exceptions, painted auditory feedback in a very good light. The
most common description shared by participants was that auditory feedback allowed them
to detect and correct errors more quickly and efficiently than visual feedback and avoid
leaving errors uncorrected. In addition, many participants described auditory feedback as
fun. All these observations confirm what other authors in the literature review have
observed about auditory feedback, particularly its ability to effectively communicate and
facilitate the delivery of contextual information with less effort (than by visual means), and
some of the benefits listed in Table 1. The answers to the third and fourth questions "How
would you improve or change auditory feedback to be more helpful or make you feel more
positive? and "Write any other comments, suggestions, questions that you may have
regarding this experiment." will be addressed in the Recommendations section.
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Implications
Despite the relatively limited data provided by only 21 subjects, the implications of
this work are compelling or at least suggestive. Auditory feedback for providing cognitive
support for novice programmers, particularly for helping them learn how to write
syntactical and semantically correct code and generate positive affection towards
programming is an idea worth pursing further. That is, auditory feedback, as experienced
on this experiment and as the answers to the third open-ended question revealed, was far
from perfect, and yet it produced good results and was well received. Thus, it falls within
reason that by improving auditory feedback, the results may also improve. Also, while the
observed quantitative benefits of auditory feedback may have been relatively small, they
accumulate over time. That is, even a 1% less EC, or TFE, or TDT may translate into fewer
hours spent committing and fixing errors over several programming attempts. And on top
of that (and what probably carries the most weight) are those benefits involving motivation
and reward for novice programmers which over time lead to faster, more, and better
learning and engagement.
Our experiment, as we set out to do, can be the first step needed for the creation of
a set of design principles for the integration of auditory feedback to provide cognitive
support for novice (and professional) programmers on IDEs. The evidence in this
experiment gives support to the idea that auditory feedback may prove beneficial to novice
programmers and perhaps even help reduce the high dropout rates of computer sciences
students. This in turn is desirable because more and better programmers are necessary in
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today's digitalized, interconnected, and information/technology-driven (if not dependent)
world.

Recommendations
For the Methodology
Presently, we would do several things to improve the methodology of this
experiment. First and foremost, we would involve more subjects so that the results of the
experiment can have more weight. Second, we would revamp AudiFeedbackJ to include
its own code parser. This would allow us to acquire more information and have more
control and flexibility in detecting errors and deploying feedback. Third, we would
increase the granularity and the number of conditions for which AudiFeedbackJ would
provide error, success, and syntax feedback and improve it in terms of quality and
specificity so that feedback can be shorter and more effective. Fourth, we would reduce
the number of transcription tasks to two instead of four but make them longer and complex
enough to include other types of intentional errors not monitored in this experiment. Fifth,
we would add a short practice task similar yet different from the actual tasks before starting
measuring to reduce the learning delay (high EC and TDT) observed for first tasks (TA
and PA) caused by being tasked to do something never done before. Sixth we would put
more thought regarding the order and content of the tasks to avoid learning-effect further.
For instance, the code and pseudocode transcripts may have similar number of lines, errors,
and flow-control mechanisms, but in a completely different structure. Alternatively, or in
addition, we could change the order of tasks to TA, PA, TB, PB. In this way, there is some
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gap between tasks of the same type, introducing a kind of split-attention effect to counteract
the learning-effect.
In future iterations of this experiment, we could measure the effects of different
modalities of auditory feedback, for example the effects of different sounds and voices, or
sounds-only vs voices-only feedback. We would also perform a more granular analysis by
error type so that we can determine which kind of errors benefit the most from auditory
feedback and for which ones auditory feedback can be improved. We could include other
years of programming experience brackets and verify if the benefits of auditory feedback
extends to more experienced subjects. And finally, we could implement different versions
of AudiFeedbackJ for popular IDEs and other programming languages and have them
report usage statistics and measurements to us (via a centralized database, instead of email).

For Auditory Feedback and AudiFeedbackJ
In addition to the improvements mentioned on the previous section, our participants
had a few interesting suggestions as how to improve auditory feedback and
AudiFeedbackJ. Among these suggestions the most shared was clearer and better quality
of sound and voice. Perhaps we could prepare and take precautions and even invest in
better recording equipment and voice actors to achieve this. Another recurring suggestion
was limiting the number of times that the same feedback would play (consecutively) as it
felt repetitive, boring, obtrusive, annoying, and distracting at times. Related suggestions
included using a more energetic voice; avoiding long feedbacks as they would kick subjects
"out of the zone" having to wait for the feedback to finish playing; and more mellow sounds
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for positive feedback, since the ones used in the experiment were too strident and broke
concentration. Others would find a volume setting handy (or perhaps normalize the volume
of all sound files before deployment). Other particularly interesting suggestions included
providing auditive feedback in various spoken languages and programming languages and
creating sound packs with different sounds and voices that users could choose from. Some
participants suggested mechanisms, like making the user hover over the red line or pressing
a key or button next to the highlighted code, so that auditory feedback could be replayed
as many times as needed (or not at all). Finally, others suggested to cut the feedback at the
moment the error is corrected and even play a victorious sound and message.

For academic and professional practice
This dissertation only touches the surface of the potential benefits and uses of
auditory feedback to provide cognitive support for developers, both novice and
experienced. Teachers and developers should start considering teaching and developing
solutions that involve the use of auditory feedback. Teachers should also, as part of the
content of introductory programming courses, start teaching students how to use and
understand IDEs to their students and not leave them to fend for themselves. Many subjects
in this experiment did not know how to use the autocomplete feature, or how to use syntax
highlighting to know if a closing bracket was missing, or how to get an error description
popup from hovering the cursor over the error red lines, or how to get fixes suggestions by
clicking on the lightbulb on the margin, or how to use TAB and SHIFT+TAB to indent
code, or even how and why to keep their code consistently and constantly indented
manually or by pressing ALT + SHIFT + F, among others. This, we think, will go a long
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way to ameliorate IDE usability issues with novice programmers. Similarly, IDE
developers should start considering including audio feedback (for syntax errors at least) or
at the very least include better, more informative error messages; preferably both. They
should also modify the live parsing feature to ignore the line being written by the user until
it is done, so that novice users do not freak out whenever they write a line of code and the
IDE marks it as an error mid-way. This behavior confuses novice programmers. Also,
IDEs should stop reporting or marking more than one error at a time. Novice programmers
would not necessarily understand that the other errors reported or marked are actually nonerrors caused by the first error, and any attempt to fix them will most likely break the code
further.

Summary
When we started this dissertation, we looked for ways in which we could help
novice programmers overcome the difficulties of learning programming.

Naturally,

programming is done on IDEs so we researched their shortcomings and identified a couple
of papers that pointed out the lack of design principles in their creation and lack of cognitive
support. Our first idea to solve this lack of design principles and cognitive support,
ironically, consisted of creating a new visual programming language. In no time we
discovered that there was no end of visual-based solutions to the problem. Then we
realized that visual solutions were evidently not enough, so we set ourselves to trace the
problem to its root cause, and it led us down a rabbit hole in which we stumbled upon the
cognitive load theory. From there we learned about intrinsic, germane, and extraneous
load, then about the split-attention effect, and then about the modality effect, which
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explained how people learned better when receiving information via multiple sensorial
channels. We, of course, continued down the hole and discovered a plethora of benefits
that auditory feedback provided in several contexts and forms. When we finally emerged
on the other side, we knew we had found something worthwhile, but we had no idea how
to apply it. So, we asked ourselves, "What kind of problems are most prevalent for novice
programmers?" and the answer we found was, not surprisingly, that it was writing
syntactically and semantically correct code. From there we set out to answer the following
questions:
1. How can auditory feedback be used to complement (not replace) existing IDE
solutions for helping programmers write syntactically and semantically correct
code?
2. What forms of auditory feedback would be the most effective for helping
programmers write syntactically and semantically correct code?
3. How effective is auditory feedback as a complement to existing IDE features?
4. How can this auditory feedback be implemented as a plugin for use in these
experiments?

Based on all we had learned and further research, we then proposed that an answer
to the first question would be to provide information that would normally be presented only
visually in auditory form too. That is, immediate auditory feedback to indicate when code
is correct, as well as when it is not, very much like live syntax and error highlighting in
modern IDEs does. Similarly, audible explanations for hints and errors descriptions that
would typically only be found in visual and textual form.
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As answer to the second question, we chose to use a combination of earcons and
audibles, because several studies corroborated that while earcons are considered most
enjoyable, can update contextual working memory with less effort, and are more effective
in communicating contextual information (i.e., notify that something happened), speech is
considered more accurate, better discriminated against other notifications, and provides
little leeway for ambiguity (i.e., explain what happened). In addition, based on these
findings, several researchers concluded that earcons and audibles should be used as
complementary (and not either one or the other) feedback.
Finally, to answer our third and fourth research questions we devised an experiment
in which we would measure and compare the performance of subjects as they underwent
coding tasks with and without auditory feedback using a plugin created by us called
AudiFeedbackJ. This plugin would not only provide auditory feedback as the subjects
typed code, but would also trace, keep, and generate logs and records of the different
feedbacks offered, particularly error count, along with error type, location, and duration.
By the end of our experiment, we had gathered the data from 21 subjects. These
subjects underwent four coding tasks, two in which they would transcribe code (TA and
TB) and two in which they would transcribe pseudocode (PA and PB). All tasks would be
measured in terms of error count (EC), time to fix errors (TFE), total duration of task
(TDT), and time to fix errors proportional to the total duration of task (FIX%). The order
in which they would receive auditory feedback was assigned intermittently, so this formed
Group A which received it only for tasks TA and PA, and Group B which received it only
for tasks TB and PB. This allowed us to analyze the data using both, a within-subjects and
a between-subjects approach. The within-subject analysis revealed that despite subjects
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having higher error counts, they performed better in TFE, TDT, and FIX% for code and
pseudocode alike. The between-subject analysis revealed that subjects that received
auditory feedback performed worse in TA, except for FIX%, performed better in TB,
except in FIX%, performed better in PA, except in EC and TDT, and performed better in
PB in all measurements against those who received no auditory feedback.
On the qualitative side, the majority of participants rated auditory feedback as
helpful and showed positive affections towards it, particularly in comparison to visual
feedback. These results corroborated what the literature review described about both, the
benefits of auditory feedback, and the usability issues of visual feedback.
The evidence in this experiment gives support to the idea that auditory feedback is
beneficial to and welcomed by novice programmers, and therefore, may become integral
in the creation of a set of design principles for the incorporation of auditory feedback to
provide cognitive support for novice (and professional) programmers on IDEs. Doing this
is important because in today's information/technology-driven world more and better
programmers are needed.
Future work involves improvements to the methodology. For instance, recruiting
more participants, making our own code parser, test and provide feedback for more
conditions, introducing a short practice task to get a better baseline for TA, less but better
designed transcripts tasks, and/or change the order and content of the transcript tasks. In
addition, we could measure different modalities of auditory feedback, perform an in-depth
analysis by error type, include other years of experience brackets, and even release
AudiFeedbackJ to the public and have a centralized database collect usage statistics.
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Other future work involves improvements to the auditory feedback itself and the
AudiFeedbackJ plugin, such as better sound quality, less repetitive feedback, sound packs
with different sounds and voices and/or for different programming languages and IDEs.
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Appendix A - Recruitment Flyer

Auditory Feedback in Integrated Development Environments to Provide
Cognitive Support for Novice Developers

Greetings dear potential volunteer!
My name is Henry F. Bruckman Vargas and I am looking for volunteers to undergo a
research study for my doctoral thesis.
The purpose of the study is to determine whether automated auditory feedback in a code
editor can be used to help programmers write code correctly.
Participants will be expected to transcribe provided snippets of code and pseudocode into
a code editor and fix any encountered error. Then, the participants will fill a survey. The
study requires about one hour to complete, and it can be done from any computer with the
required software installed (all free, of course).
Participants must be 18 years-old or older. They must also be familiar with programming,
but not fully fluent in it. More specifically, they must have taken at least one programmingrelated course or equivalent programming experience. They also must not program in any
professional capacity nor have more than four years of experience in programming.
Participants should also be able to read and understand English.
Participants will not receive any kind of payment or credit. Participation must be
completely voluntary. For more information, as well as for volunteering please contact me
at:

Prof. Henry F. Bruckman Vargas
henry.bruckman@gmail.com
787-295-6186
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Message sent along the recruitment flyer via e-mail and social networks:
Hi there!
Auditory feedback has been proven to be beneficial in several ways and in several contexts,
particularly for apps. Yet, code editors, the apps that programmers use to make apps, do not
provide auditory feedback.
Help me find out if auditory feedback on code editors can be used to support novice
programmers. If you are a programmer with less than four years of experience, please consider
participating on this research study by clicking on the following link and reserving a convenient
timeslot for you.
https://calendly.com/henry-bruckman/research
For more information, please contact me at:
henry.bruckman@gmail.com
787-295-6186
Best regards,
Henry F. Bruckman Vargas
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Appendix B - Consent Form
General Informed Consent Form
NSU Consent to be in a Research Study Entitled
Auditory Feedback in Integrated Development Environments to Provide Cognitive
Support for Novice Developers

Who is doing this research study?
College: College of Computing and Engineering at Nova Southeastern University
Principal Investigator: Henry F. Bruckman Vargas, M.Eng.
Faculty Advisor/Dissertation Chair: Michael J. Laszlo, Ph.D.
Co-Investigator(s): N/A
Site Information:


Inter American University of Puerto Rico, Bayamón Campus
500 Dr. John Will Harris Street, Bayamón, PR, 00957



The study can be run from any computer with Internet connection and
the required free software installed:
o Java SDK: needed for Java programming language support
o NetBeans: code editor that supports Java
o OBS Studio: for local screen recording
o Zoom: for videoconferencing as well as screen and audio sharing
and recording
o AudiFeedbackJ: NetBeans Java extension to provide automated
auditory feedback and record usage data for this research study.

Funding: Unfunded
What is this study about?
This is a research study, designed to test and create new ideas that other people
can use. The purpose of this research study is to determine whether automated
auditory feedback in code editors can be used to help programmers write code
correctly. Solving this problem is important because the need for good and
productive programmers increases with each passing day as every day more and
more of our world depends on computers programs. Yet, many people quit
programming due to the high difficulty of learning how to write code correctly.
Why are you asking me to be in this research study?
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You are being asked to be in this research study because we need volunteer
programmers to determine whether automated auditory feedback is effective or
not in helping programmers write correct code.
What are the inclusion criteria?
Participants must be 18 years-old or older. They must also be familiar with
programming, but not fully fluent in it. More specifically, they must have taken at
least one programming-related course or equivalent programming experience.
They also must not program in any professional capacity nor have more than four
years of experience in programming. Participants should also be able to read and
understand English.
What will I be doing if I agree to be in this research study?
While you are taking part in this research study, you will be expected to transcribe
provided snippets of code and pseudocode into a code editor and fix any
encountered errors. Then, you will fill a survey. The research study requires about
one hour to complete.
If you do not own a computer or you do not wish to install the required software,
you may have to come to the Inter American University of Puerto Rico, Bayamón
Campus to participate using a provided computer station.
Research Study Procedures - as a participant, this is what you will be doing:
Participants will be randomly assigned into one of two groups. One group will be
the control group and the other group will be the experimental group. The control
group and the experimental group will both be tasked with the same tasks, but the
experimental group will receive automated auditory feedback while the control
group will not. Alternatively, we may opt to use a within-subjects approach, and
each participant will undergo the tasks, some with auditory feedback and some
without it.
This research study consists of three parts. During the first part, participants in
both groups will be tasked with transcribing a few snippets of code into a code
editor and fixing any error encountered in the process. This first task should take
about 30 to 40 minutes to complete. During the second part, participants in both
groups will be tasked with transcribing pseudocode into a code editor and fixing
any error encountered in the process. This second task should take about 20 to
30 minutes. Finally, during the third part, participants in both groups will fill a 10minutes long survey.
Could I be removed from the study early by the research team? There are
several reasons why the researchers may need to remove you from the study
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early. Some reasons are: if it appears that the participant may be in distress while
performing the tasks or consistently fails to follow study instructions and
interventions.
Are there possible risks and discomforts to me?
This research study involves minimal risk to you. To the best of our knowledge, the
things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you would have in everyday
life.
What happens if I do not want to be in this research study?
You have the right to leave this research study at any time or refuse to be in it. If
you decide to leave or you do not want to be in the study anymore, you will not get
any penalty or lose any services you have a right to get. If you choose to stop
being in the study before it is over, any information about you that was collected
before the date you leave the study will be kept in the research records for 36
months from the end of the study and may be used as a part of the research.
What if there is new information learned during the study that may affect my
decision to remain in the study? If significant new information relating to the
study becomes available, which may relate to whether you want to remain in this
study, this information will be given to you by the investigators. You may be asked
to sign a new Informed Consent Form if the information is given to you after you
have joined the study.
Are there any benefits for taking part in this research study?
The possible benefit of your being in this research study is that you may improve
your coding skills and learn more about programming syntax and grammar which
may help you in future endeavors as a programmer or student. That said, there is
no guarantee or promise that you will receive any benefit from this study. We hope
the information learned from this research study will benefit other people in a
similar situation (i.e., learning programming) in the future.
Will I be paid or be given compensation for being in the study?
You will not be given any payments or compensation for being in this research
study.
Will it cost me anything?
There are no costs to you for being in this research study.
How will you keep my information private?
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Information we learn about you in this research study will be handled in a
confidential manner, within the limits of the law and will be limited to people who
have a need to review this information. The data will be password protected. This
data will be available to the researcher, the Institutional Review Board, and other
representatives of this institution, and any regulatory and granting agencies (if
applicable). If we publish the results of the study in a scientific journal or book, we
will not identify you. All confidential data will be kept securely in a private Google
Drive password-protected profile. All data will be kept for 36 months from the end
of the study and destroyed after that time by deletion.
Will there be any Audio or Video Recording? This research study involves audio
and/or video recording. This recording will be available to the researcher, the
Institutional Review Board, and other representatives of this institution, and any of
the people who gave the researcher money to do the study (if applicable). The
recording will be kept, stored, and destroyed as stated in the section above.
Because what is in the recording could be used to find out that it is you, it is not
possible to be sure that the recording will always be kept confidential. The
researcher will try to keep anyone not working on the research from listening to or
viewing the recording.
What Student/Academic Information will be collected and how will it be
used? None.
Whom can I contact if I have questions, concerns, comments, or complaints?
If you have questions now, feel free to ask us. If you have more questions about
the research, your research rights, or have a research-related injury, please
contact:
Primary contact:
Henry F. Bruckman Vargas, M.Eng. can be reached at any time at 787-295-6186
or at henry.bruckman@gmail.com.
If primary is not available, contact:
Michael J. Laszlo, Ph.D. can be reached at (954) 262-2076 or (800) 986-2247
x22076
mjl@nova.edu.
Research Participants Rights
For questions/concerns regarding your research rights, please contact:
Institutional Review Board
Nova Southeastern University
(954) 262-5369 / Toll Free: 1-866-499-0790
IRB@nova.edu
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You may also visit the NSU IRB website at www.nova.edu/irb/information-forresearch-participants for further information regarding your rights as a research
participant.
Research Consent & Authorization Signature Section
Voluntary Participation - You are not required to participate in this study. In the
event you do participate, you may leave this research study at any time. If you
leave this research study before it is completed, there will be no penalty to you,
and you will not lose any benefits to which you are entitled.
If you agree to participate in this research study, sign this section. You will be
given a signed copy of this form to keep. You do not waive any of your legal rights
by signing this form.
SIGN THIS FORM ONLY IF THE STATEMENTS LISTED BELOW ARE TRUE:
 You have read the above information.
 Your questions have been answered to your satisfaction about the
research
 You comply with the inclusion criteria.
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Appendix C - Experiment Instructions

Experiment Instructions
Instructions to Install Required Software
E-mail message sent after receiving Calendly notification:
Thank you, [first name of participant], for your participation on this research study!
Whenever you have the time (before our meeting), please download the following zip file that
contains the Java 15 SDK + NetBeans IDE 12.2 + AudiFeedbackJ. The file size is around 585 MB,
but it is set so that no installation is required after extraction.
•
•
•

Java SDK is a folder with all the necessary files to run Java programs, including NetBeans IDE
and AudiFeedbackJ.
NetBeans IDE is a Java-based integrated development environment (a.k.a. a code editor).
AudiFeedbackJ is a NetBeans IDE plugin which will provide the auditory feedback.

AudiFeedbackJ zip file hosted on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sXXfhUq7dLeZDK8unkbB_2muuN_Dhuyk/view?usp=sharing
Also, please download, read, and sign this consent form before our experiment meeting.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LPhiHeTZcHNJBzS0x3FvaF0_PzOlwuPn/view?usp=sharing
Thank you again!
Best regards,
Henry F. Bruckman Vargas

Please extract the AudiFeedbackJ zip file in the file path C:\AudiFeedbackJ.
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General Instructions for Experiment
Thank you for volunteering to take part of this research study.
Please read and follow these instructions:
1. Open Zoom, join a meeting using the provided link, and start sharing your screen and
audio. [The experiment administrator should start recording the session at this point.]
2. Open NetBeans IDE. (The AudiFeedbackJ project should open automatically.)
3. Open the source file with the name of the task at hand.
4. Open the AudiFeedbackJ extension window and select the tab of the task at hand.
5. If your subject ID is even you start with audio feedback enabled, otherwise disable it.
Toggle on or off this feature after each task.
6. Transcribe the whole code transcript or pseudocode by typing it line by line into
NetBeans without copy-and-paste.
a. Copy the code as faithfully as possible to the transcript or pseudocode. Be mindful
of case, spacing, and format.
b. The code transcripts may contain errors that will become discernable as you type
them. If you can already detect an error in the transcript, you do not have to
transcribe the error. Other times you may make errors as you type. Fix errors
marked with a red underline ONLY.
c. Regardless of the cause, try to fix any encountered errors to the best of your ability
and using the feedback available to you before continuing the transcribing process.
Auditory feedback is meant to complement, not replace visual feedback. So, you can
put the cursor over the red line to see a popup with the description of the error.
d. Sometimes the IDE may falsely detect errors as you type. If an error persists after
you have completed the statement (;) or block (}), then you may try to fix it, not
before.
e. Remember to ALWAYS fix the first error. Sometimes the first error may generate
more errors further down the code and "fixing" other errors other than the first
error may cause you to break code that may otherwise be correct.
f. You will receive positive and negative feedback. Please be sure to listen to the
feedback.
7. There is no time limit. This task will end when the whole code transcript has been
transcribed, all errors encountered have been fixed, and there are no more pending
errors. You may ask for help if you cannot figure how to fix the error(s) encountered.
Take a break and whenever you are ready begin the next task.
After finishing all four tasks, please read and fill the provided survey instrument.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeQ0DwYBt-6ZZ8tvxa1La6sNbyiKKTLLBWCwlbapnalU2w6A/viewform?usp=sf_link
That will be all. Thank you for your cooperation!
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Appendix D - Code Transcripts

Code Transcripts
Transcript A
package afj;
import java.util.*;
public class TranscriptA
{
public static Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in);
public static boolean getAnswer()
{
String input = keyboard.nextLine();
boolean answer = input.equalsIgnoreCase("Yes") ;
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
System.out.print("Is it raining? [Yes|No]: ")
String answer = getAnswer();
if(Answer == true)
{
System.out.println("Get the umbrella!");
}
else
System.out.println("Get the sunglasses!");
}
System.out.print("Is it windy? [Yes|No]: "));
boolean answer = getAnswer();
if(answer == "Yes")
{
System.out.println("Wear a jacket!");
}
else if
{
System.Out.PrintLn("Wear shorts!");
}
}
}
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Transcript B
package afj;
import java.util.*;
public class TranscriptB
{
public static Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in);
public static int getAge()
{
int age = keyboard.nextInt() ;
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
System.out.print("What is your favorite color? ");
String color = Keyboard.nextLine();
if(Color == "blue")
{
System.out.println("That's my favorite color too!");
}
else
{
System.Out.PrintLn("Meh!");
}
System.out.print("How old are you? ");
int old = "21";
age = getAge()
if(age >= "old"))
{
System.out.println("You are so old!");
}
else () { System.out.println("You are still a baby!"); }
}
}
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Appendix E - Pseudocode Transcripts

Pseudocode Transcripts
Pseudocode A
// OUTPUT "Hello" in Java is:
//
// System.out.print("Hello");
// INPUT value in Java is:
//
// int value = keyboard.nextInt(); // for numbers
//
or
// String value = keyboard.nextLine(); // for text
OUTPUT "Enter number of values: "
INPUT valueCount
IF valueCount GREATER THAN ZERO THEN
OUTPUT "Enter value: "
INPUT min
i = 1
WHILE i LESS THAN valueCount DO
OUTPUT "Enter value: "
INPUT value
IF value LESS THAN min THEN min = value ENDIF
i = i + 1
ENDWHILE
OUTPUT "The minimum value entered was: " min
ELSE
OUTPUT "Number of values must be greater than zero."
ENDIF
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Pseudocode B
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

OUTPUT "Hello" in Java is:
System.out.print("Hello");
INPUT value in Java is:
int value = keyboard.nextInt(); // for numbers
or
String value = keyboard.nextLine(); // for text

OUTPUT "Enter number of grades: "
INPUT gradeCount
IF gradeCount GREATER THAN ZERO THEN
total = 0
i = 0
WHILE i LESS THAN gradeCount DO
OUTPUT "Enter grade: "
INPUT grade
total = total + grade
i = i + 1
ENDWHILE
avg = total / gradeCount
OUTPUT avg
ELSE
OUTPUT "Number of grades must be greater than zero."
ENDIF
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Appendix F - Survey Instrument

Survey Instrument
This survey instrument can be found in digital format hosted on Google Forms at the following
link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeQ0DwYBt-6ZZ8tvxa1La6sNbyiKKTLLBWCwlbapnalU2w6A/viewform?usp=sf_link
1. Subject ID
2. Age:
3. Sex:
4. Years of Experience Coding:
5. Was visual error feedback helpful to you in this experiment?
Not Helpful | Somewhat Helpful | Helpful | Very Helpful
6. Was visual syntax feedback helpful to you in this experiment?
Not Helpful | Somewhat Helpful | Helpful | Very Helpful
7. How did visual feedback made you feel in this experiment?
Very Negative | Negative | Neutral | Positive | Very Positive
8. How would you describe visual feedback in this experiment?

9. Was auditory error feedback helpful to you in this experiment?
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N/A | Not Helpful | Somewhat Helpful | Helpful | Very Helpful
10. Was auditory syntax feedback helpful to you in this experiment?
N/A | Not Helpful | Somewhat Helpful | Helpful | Very Helpful
11. Was auditory success feedback helpful to you in this experiment?
N/A | Not Helpful | Somewhat Helpful | Helpful | Very Helpful
12. How did auditory feedback made you feel in this experiment?
N/A | Very Negative | Negative | Neutral | Positive | Very Positive
13. How would you describe auditory feedback in this experiment?

14. How would you improve or change auditory feedback to be more helpful or make you
feel more positive?

15. Write any other comments, suggestions, questions that you may have regarding this
experiment.
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Appendix G - Answers to Open-Ended Questions in Survey Instrument

This appendix holds the answers to the open-ended questions in the survey instrument
given to participants after undergoing the transcription tasks. They are ordered by the
subject ID and tagged by the subject age, gender, and years of programming experience.
While reading these, keep in mind that most participants were freshmen and English was
not their native language. Also, some of them answered the questions in Spanish, so a
translation to English follows their answer between square brackets. To preserve the
integrity of the answers, typos, misspellings, and grammar errors were not corrected neither
on the English answers, nor the Spanish answers, nor their English translations.
How would you describe visual feedback in this experiment?
1. [19 | Male | One year or less] Very Good
2. [20 | Male | One year or less] Doing visual feedback does help me find the error but
sometimes, it's hard to tell if I am doing right or doing it wrong. It's hard to know
if I closed a bracket or wrote the code wrong.
3. [27 | Male | One year or less] The visual feedback is helps the programmer identified
errors, at first it can be strange for novices.
4. [23 | Male | One year or less] Al estar en el nivel de novato a lo que la programación
respecta, la retroalimentación visual no me ayuda en muchos casos. Las posibles
explicaciones que brindan en muchos caso me llamar a confundir más. En el
experimento se nota mucho. Además de las explicaciones son poco friendly, en mi
caso tiendo a frustrarme y paro de programar. Lo único que encuentro que ayuda
mucho es los colores que usan para informarte sobre algún error de sintaxis. EN
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conclusión para poder producir con IDE debemos tener un amplio conocimiento
sobre el lenguaje, ya que el feedback visual es muy agresivo.
[Being at a novice level with respect to programming, the visual feedback was not
helpful in many cases. The possible explanations offered in many cases, confused
me even more. This was evident in the experiment. In addition to unfriendly
explanations, in my case I tend to get frustrated and stop programming. The only
thing I find pretty helpful are the colors used to inform you about some syntax error.
In conclusion, to be productive with an IDE we must have a vast range of
knowledge about the language, given that the visual feedback is very aggressive.]
5. [23 | Male | Four years or less] Its a very helpful tool and honestly I cannot program
or as least it will be very difficult working without it
6. [21 | Male | Four years or less] Súper bueno, ya que me avisa de que tengo un error
y me da una pequeña explicación del error.
[Super good, because it lets me know whenever I have an error and it gives me a
short explanation of the error.]
7. [22 | Male | Four years or less] The highlight serves as a reminder in case the user
is not experienced with the syntax of coding, or in case the user made a small
mistake without realizing. Some feedbacks, like incompatible variable types, are
some of the most helpful feedbacks in my experience.
8. [25 | Male | One year or less] It tells you that there's an error. But it's not enough
for people that's starting to programing like myself to know where exactly to look
for the mistake. The wording was complicated if you don't understand well the
programing language.
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9. [19 | Male | One year or less] I found the visual feed quite helpful, the only part that
I found a little annoying were the suggestions that didn't let me see the code, but
this is because it was my first time using Java.
10. [18 | Male | Two years or less] Visual feedback helped me identify what brackets
were together, find where variables were in the code, and told me what I did wrong.
However, when it did tell me what was wrong I did not feel as if the text given was
sufficient to figure out what the problem was without knowing beforehand what
potential solutions were.
11. [21 | Male | Two years or less] The error feedback is decent at pointing out errors
in the code. Although it would be much more useful if it could tell you how to
correct your errors instead of just saying "syntax error" in the screen.
12. [19 | Male | One year or less] es muy bueno me ayudo bastante
[is very good it helped me enough]
13. [18 | Male | One year or less] Visual feedback does its job, but sometimes for a
beginner like me it can be a bit (not that much) confusing
14. [22 | Non-binary | Three years or less] Some cases it was helpful, others not so
much. As a newbie programmer, I might not undertsand some of the error
messages. Things like simple syntax errors are easy to fix, but when it come to more
complicated errors, I feel overwhelmed and forced to look it up on the internet.
15. [29 | Female | One year or less] It was overall ok. The error feedback was a bit
confusing at times due to the fact that it lists errors before finishing a line of code.
The syntax feedback was a bit more helpful at least when it comes to what is in
each block of code/what is in each bracket.
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16. [20 | Male | Three years or less] En lo visual no tengo mucho que abundar, ya que
si se comete un error en una linea de codigo, esta te muestra un mensaje, de cual es
el error como los programas Visual Studio y Visual Basic.
[About visual I have nothing much to say, given that if one makes a mistake in a
line of code, it shows you a message, about the error like Visual Studio and Visual
Basic programs.]
17. [21 | Male | Two years or less] Visual feedback helped me analyze and fix some of
my errors but in occasions the error was made too far back and when I noticed it
was still hard to solve because the error was too big or complicated already.
18. [18 | Female | One year or less] Visual feedback was extremely helpful in some
cases, but it can put people in stressful situations. In my case, visual feedback
helped me find mistakes a lot quicker. It also forces me to read the code over and
over, so I can start thinking of different solutions. In this experiment, visual
feedback was overall good and pleasant while writing and checking code.
19. [21 | Male | Three years or less] Over the years, its been useful. I've gotten used to
it since at first it was confusing and vague. I would sometimes not understand why
my code would be wrong even thou I made research but it is useful to have at least.
20. [21 | Male | Four years or less] I would describe visual feedback an intelligent book
which contains a lot of possible solutions to you errors and gives you options to
improve your coding. However, even books do not have all the answers to your
problems, so there will be times where you will be on your own and probably break
your head by an error that would be as simple as being case sensitive.
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21. [19 | Female | Two years or less] Es buena pero hay veces que no especifica cual es
el error.
[It is good but there are times when it does not specify what the error is.]

How would you describe auditory feedback in this experiment?
1. [19 | Male | One year or less] Its was good for a noobie like me
2. [20 | Male | One year or less] Using auditory feedback, it helped finding the errors
and tells me to check the brackets, variables, etc. It even helps me to know that I
ended an if-else statement.
3. [27 | Male | One year or less] The auditory feedback in this experiment helps me
correct the codes more quickly and efficiently than the visual feedback, it would
really helps novice programmer. Also is little bit fun with audio than visual
feedback.
4. [23 | Male | One year or less] La retroalimentación auditiva fue un buen apoyo.
Tener una voz dándote posibilidades de soluciones, es como tener un profesor
enseñándote. En mi caso, la voz me permitía abrir mi cerebro y pensar claramente
en posibles soluciones de cada error. Entonces, mi mente captaba mejor el
aprendizaje con los sonidos interactivos y explicaciones, entonces, cuando veía el
código podía identificar los errores más fácilmente recordando los errores pasados.
Era como si escuchará en susurro el error cometido anteriormente a la hora de
escribir una nueva línea, minimizando cada vez más los errores. Todos estos
beneficios me brindo la retroalimentación auditiva, aunque el ingles no es mi primer
idioma. En adición, hizo la programación dinámica, hay veces que sentarse en una
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computadora por horas estudiando código no es entretenido. Lamentablemente la
sociedad de ahora solo le hace caso a lo entretenido y la retroalimentación auditiva
convirtió la programación como en un juego, cada lineal era un reto, el cual uno
ponía lo mejor para no fallar, y así, cada línea se convertía en una intriga
emocionante. No se, esa fue mi experiencia. Creo que a la retroalimentación visual
del IDE le vendría bien una auditiva, el aprendizaje es más efectivo para los novatos
como yo.
[Auditory feedback was good support. Having a voice giving possible solutions, is
like having a professor teaching you. In my case, the voice allowed me to open my
brain and think clearly in the possible solutions to each error. Then, my mind
grasped better the learning with the interactive sounds and explanations, then, when
I saw the code I could identify the errors easily remembering past mistakes. It was
like hearing as whispers the mistake made previously whenever I was about to write
a new line, minimizing mistakes even more. Auditory feedback granted me all
these benefits, even though English is not my first language. In addition, it made
programming dynamic, there are times when sitting down on a computer for hours
studying code is not entertaining. Unfortunately society now only takes notice of
entertaining things and auditory feedback made programming like a game, every
line a challenge, in which one gave it its best to not fail, and thus, every line was
made an exciting intrigue. I don't know, that was my experience. I believe that
IDE visual feedback would benefit from auditive feedback, the learning being more
effective for rookies like me.]
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5. [23 | Male | Four years or less] The auditory feedback made me feel more positive
and relax in this experiment and it made me feel more confidence in programing
and a big help in problem solving and checking my own errors. and it felt like if
you were playing a little game cause of the sounds of accomplishments.
6. [21 | Male | Four years or less] El feedback mantiene activo al programador
haciéndolo evitar o dejar errores sin corregir.
[The feedback keeps the programmer active making him avoid errors or avoid
leaving errors uncorrected.]
7. [22 | Male | Four years or less] Much like the visual feedback, it serves as a
reminder. However, the difference is its instantaneous feature; helpful for users who
are not paying attention to the code they're writing. The instructions said by the
auditory feedback are useful for users who are not experienced with coding syntax.
8. [25 | Male | One year or less] It was helpful. especially when I was having syntax
error. I was able to correct the problem almost immediately. Even when I didn't
knew exactly where was the mistake, thanks to the auditory feedback I had a good
idea on where was the mistake. It's more friendly for beginners than having just the
visual feedback.
9. [19 | Male | One year or less] At first I tought that the audio would be annoying but
it was more helpful than I tought. I even found it wierd when it did not appear. And
with the sounds being customizable I think it may even sheer up some progammers.
10. [18 | Male | Two years or less] Auditory feedback was helpful in the sense that it
assured me when I was on the right track. Sometime when I would press enter to
type inside the brackets it would say "end else" or "end if" when I was just trying
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to start typing inside of the bracket. Another issue I found was that when I was "in
the zone" long error feedbacks would kick me out of it. Otherwise the feedback
was helpful and helped me understand my mistakes.
11. [21 | Male | Two years or less] "The auditory feedback was very useful in the sense
that it helped me correct my code faster by giving probable solutions for errors of
variables, methods and functions in the code."
12. [19 | Male | One year or less] me gusto mucho como te dice lo error y aprende
[I liked it a lot how it tells you error and learn.]
13. [18 | Male | One year or less] It seems like a cool concept that I'm willing to try out
once it comes out, whenever it comes out. What I liked about it a lot was that you
can customize the audio files to whatever you want, which could have a bunch of
potential and I said that because it could motivate the coder(at least me) having
your favorite sounds from videogames or other media.
14. [22 | Non-binary | Three years or less] It was nice to recieve a more descriptive
form of aid. Some of the sounds made coding feel like a game rather than a tedious
task. I think with the auditory feedback I was able to correct my mistakes faster
than I would without the feedback.
15. [29 | Female | One year or less] The success feedback felt obtrusive and distracting
at times. Personally, I would not chose audio feedback when programming.
However, the error and syntax voice clips were somewhat helpful and I can
definitely see how this tool can make programming more accessible to visually
impaired individuals.
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16. [20 | Male | Three years or less] En lo personal pienso que la retroalimentación
auditiva, seria una buena función adicional, ya que al tener esta dicha ficción
activada te avisa en caso de que cometas un error, además de que la función visual,
que también marca los errores, en dado caso cuando el progama te avisa te detienes
(ya que uno como persona, cuando nos hablan solemos detenernos para escuchar y
luego continuar con lo que estábamos haciendo) y lo arreglas, lo cual considero
muy bueno, ya que si estas comenzando en este campo de la programación, a veces
suele pasar mucho tiempo al encontrar y/o arreglar los errores cometidos.
[Personally, I think that auditory feedback, would be a good additional feature,
given that having said fiction active it notifies you when you make a mistake, on
top of the visual feature, which also marks mistakes, is the case that when the
program notifies you you stop (being that as a person, whenever someone speaks
to us we often pause to listen and then continue what we were doing) and you fix
it, which I consider very good, because if you are starting in the field of
programming, sometimes you spent a lot of time finding and/or fixing mistakes.]
17. [21 | Male | Two years or less] Auditory feedback helped me realize my coding
errors on the fly and correct them before making other mistakes and losing more
time fixing my code.
18. [18 | Female | One year or less] Auditory feedback was interesting, although it could
get a bit repetitive. A majority of the negative and positive feedback made coding
fun and educational. The feedback even points out when you start or end an if
statement or when you open and close a bracket. For beginners, it can be more
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helpful to actually hear feedback rather than stare at a red line wondering what went
wrong.
19. [21 | Male | Three years or less] It was sure a easier way to understand why i was
wrong in most cases. It was way better than trying to figure out what is going on
with wrong code since there is a auditory help. I really appreciate the help since I
am not an expert coder and still learning. It definitely helps fixing my bad coding
habits. I could even consider it like a training mechanism, where I can code
something for fun just to get better at coding
20. [21 | Male | Four years or less] Auditory feedback is basically Alexa explaining
why you have an error. The explanation given when there were errors were very
easy to understand and helped me solve the errors quicker than reading the visual
feedback.
21. [19 | Female | Two years or less] Yo describiría este experimento como algo útil ya
que si uno esta concentrado escribiendo un código y no se percata que escribió o le
falto algo el audio le avisa en donde tiene que arreglar el código. Ayudaría mucho
a las personas que tal ves tengan problemas de visión y el audio les ayudaría a
mejorar como programadores.
[I would describe this experiment as something useful given that if one is focused
writing code and does not notice that one wrote or missed something the audio
would notify you where you have to fix the code. It would be very helpful to people
with problems with their vision and the audio would help them improve as
programmers.]
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How would you improve or change auditory feedback to be more helpful or make
you feel more positive?
1. [19 | Male | One year or less] Its perfect
2. [20 | Male | One year or less] I would improve the audio settings. It'll be convenient
to have a settings for the user to change the sound and/or the voice. I would also
add a setting that you can add more sounds from your computer.
3. [27 | Male | One year or less] For now I like it the way it is now. The sounds were
not irritating so all good.
4. [23 | Male | One year or less] Podría dar la alternativa de que la retroalimentación
auditiva fuera en distintos idiomas y distintos tipos de voces. Hay muchas veces
que la gente se limita a este tipo de profesión por el idioma y ofrecer ese apoyo
parecido al de un instructor en un IDE sería de gran ayuda y motivación.
[Could provide the alternative of auditive feedback in various languages and
different types of voices. Sometime people limit themselves in this profession due
to the language barrier and offering that support similar to that of an instructor in
an IDE would be greatly helpful and motivating.]
5. [23 | Male | Four years or less] I would improve it by changing the noises of the
voices even though the explanation of the auditory feedback had the best
explanation already for each error and I would definitely would use it again.
6. [21 | Male | Four years or less] Algo que arreglaría es el sonido, cuando habla hay
veces que no se entendía muy bien, podría ser un poco más claro el audio.
[Something that I would fix would be the sound, when it spoke there were times
that it was not well understood, the audio could be clearer.]
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7. [22 | Male | Four years or less] My suggestion to improve auditory feedback is to
make an option where it either plays automatically, or make it an optional but quick
feature; for example, add a button next to the highlighted code that will play an
auditory feedback. In addition, there can be a preference setting, where the users
can toggle whether the error, syntax, and/or success feedback can be played or not.
8. [25 | Male | One year or less] I would like to have the option of having a more
energetic feedback voice. I don't like the feelin of working with a feedback voice
sounding like a GPS. It'll get boring really fast. Overall the performance of the
auditory feedback was really good and I liked it. It was well thought.
9. [19 | Male | One year or less] I know this is an experiment so the sound options are
not so varied but it would be interesting to have a variety of sound packs that users
can choose from. For example have others voices whether it be human or text-tospeech type. Or if this sound packs could be made by other user and published on
a website it would be very helpful for those that cannot make their own.
10. [18 | Male | Two years or less] I think that making it so that the error feedback
doesn't play automatically. Rather whenever the person hovers over the line with
an error they can press a key or a pop up so the error feedback would then play.
The success sound effects should remain the same.
11. [21 | Male | Two years or less] A suggestion I have for the auditory feedback plugin
is to include a volume setting for the sounds. For example the bracket sounds was
peaking in my headphones and it would have been helpful to turn the volume down
with a volume setting.
12. [19 | Male | One year or less] /
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[NOTE: This single slash character was all the feedback the subject left.]
13. [18 | Male | One year or less] It may be because I might not understand it, but
sometimes it repeats a bit, not so much that it bothers me, so not much complain
from me.
14. [22 | Non-binary | Three years or less] Instead of a verbal description of the
successful task that was completed, I would rather have a short notification letting
you know you completed the part of the code, along with a small pop-up text
describing that piece of code is. As for negative feedback, it was very helpful and
not much of it needs changing.
15. [29 | Female | One year or less] The sound clips for positive feedback should be
more mellow. Since programming requires concentration, a chime like the one used
in the experiment is too strident.
16. [20 | Male | Three years or less] En lo personal para mejorar la retroalimentación
auditiva, que antes de decir un error que el programa diga: "STOP!" o que salga un
sonido de alerta y luego te diga el error, y si es arreglado que diga: Great you fix
them! o que salga un sonido de victoria; También mejoraría la calidad del sonido
de los sonidos, la calidad del sonido en la pronunciación y la pronunciación de las
alertas, errores y arreglos de la codificación.
[Personally to improve auditive feedback, before mentioning the error it should say:
"STOP!" o that an alarm sounds plays and then mention the error, and if it is fixed
it should say: Great you fix them! or a victory sound; also I would improve the
quality of the sounds, the quality of pronunciation and the pronunciation of alerts,
errors and coding fixes.]
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17. [21 | Male | Two years or less] I would try to cut the feedback at the moment the
error is corrected by the programmer.
18. [18 | Female | One year or less] One of the things I would change about the feedback
would be how repetitive it can be. Although it is not a big problem, for people
starting to learn to code it can be troublesome. An idea to make it more positive
would be to add game sounds when something is correct or not; this is mainly for
those interested in learning to code games.
19. [21 | Male | Three years or less] It is super great as it is. Well planned out. I can
speak for the coders who might find it annoying sometimes, due to the slow
feedback but that can be managed with a shortcut or a setting to increase the speed
or turn all together. What's nice to see is that you can change the voices and sound
files so that you can optimize it as much as possible. I really hope auditory feedback
is implemented as a beta on visual studio or any other coding software.
20. [21 | Male | Four years or less] Honestly, the auditory feedback (for the amount I
used) is an amazing tool and really helped me realize my mistakes. The one thing I
would improve is to limit the amount of times the feedback gives when you are
inside a statement. When I was using it, every time I leave space between lines, the
audio feedback repeated the location where I was. Maybe limit the amount of times
the audio triggers? I do not know so much enough to do that. Other than that, The
tool is amazing and would be nice to have it in future code editing applications!
21. [19 | Female | Two years or less] Yo le pondría una opción donde en vez de decir
los errores mientras los escribes poder tener esa opción de hacerlo con el código ya
escrito en su totalidad.
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[I would add the option where instead of mentioning the error while you write,
being able to have that option when the code is already completely written.]

Write any other comments, suggestions, questions that you may have regarding this
experiment.
1. [19 | Male | One year or less] No comments
2. [20 | Male | One year or less] Adding auditory feedback in code editors would do
be a great feature and it'll help programmers to find errors very easily.
3. [27 | Male | One year or less] This would be great for novice programmers since the
visual feedback could be a little overwhelming for novices.
4. [23 | Male | One year or less] Con toda la sinceridad, espero algún día se pueda
implementar esta técnica, ya que para personas como yo le beneficiaría. Profesor,
usted tiene mucho conocimiento, creé un IDE así y ayúdenos. No lo deje olvidado
en una tesis. Aunque no se haya notado, créame que me ayudo un montón.
[With all sincerity, I hope that some day this technique can be implemented, given
that many people like me would benefit from it. Professor, you have a lot of
knowledge, create and IDE like that and help us. Do not leave it forgotten as a
thesis. Although it may not seem like it, believe me it helped me a lot.]
5. [23 | Male | Four years or less] I really liked this experiment and would do it again
it was really fun even though I took too long to fix my errors along the way.
6. [21 | Male | Four years or less] Es un buen plugin para ser más productivo a la hora
de programar, mis sugerencias son mejorarlo para usarlo en otros lenguajes y otros
Editores de texto.
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[Is a good plugin to be more productive when programming, my suggestions are to
improve it to be used with other languages and other text editors.]
7. [22 | Male | Four years or less] I look forward for improvement to this feature, so
novice programmers can begin familiarizing with the programming syntax. I hope
my feedback is taken into consideration, so the users can decide on their preference
according to their experience.
8. [25 | Male | One year or less] The auditory feedback has a great opportunity of
becoming something great especially for beginners. I would like to continue
practicing programing with that system.
9. [19 | Male | One year or less] A separate volume option for the feedback is a must
have for it. Maybe the user has another sound output on their computer and they
may get startled if it's too loud
10. [18 | Male | Two years or less] No
11. [21 | Male | Two years or less] Other than the volume suggestion, the plugin is very
intuitive and useful for novice programmers who don't know how to code perfectly.
12. [19 | Male | One year or less] esto me ayudo quiero practicar mas codigo me intereso
y aprendi es ago que lo use por primera vez
[this helped me I want to practice more code it was interesting and I learned is
something that I used for the first time]
13. [18 | Male | One year or less] So far so good, there were some things I couldn't make
out from the audio, but not many.
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14. [22 | Non-binary | Three years or less] If this goes big and becomes an official plugin for more popular IDE's, like Visual Studios, I'd very much enjoy a link to the
download page.
15. [29 | Female | One year or less] No other comments aside from those made above.
16. [20 | Male | Three years or less] Una vez finalizado el experimento y sale con buenos
resultados, ¿presentaría la idea a los desarrolladores de los programas IDE?
[Once the experiment is finished and the results are good, would you present the
idea to IDE program developers?]
17. [21 | Male | Two years or less] I think this is a great tool that could be really helpful
for all programmers and should continue to be developed.
18. [18 | Female | One year or less] I know how overwhelming it can be to learn how
to code. This kind of experiment shows that there are ways to help novice
programmers get familiarized with coding with a more enjoyable and interesting
process.
19. [21 | Male | Three years or less] I had a minor suggestion about the sounds it makes
when you make a curly bracket. It sounds every time you press enter to align them
properly. its slightly annoying specially if your gonna code for long periods but
other than that. It would be a phenomenal addition to any coding platform. I wish I
already had it
20. [21 | Male | Four years or less] Being a student in his last year of the Computer
Science Bachelor (and having knowledge of NetBeans) managed to do the
experiments with very minimal mistakes, but when I did get the errors, Listening
to the auditory feedback actually did help me find the errors with ease. The only
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detail I found annoying was the excessive amount of times it telling me that I am
inside a if statement whenever I pressed enter to leave space between lines so the
code would not be all together look clean (example: I press for a new line and the
audio feedback would say "End If statement"). I know that if I want to I can just
turn that part off, but what if I want to know in which current statement I currently
am? Anyways, the experiment was very fun and I would love to use it for my future
projects and for the next generation of novice programmers.
21. [19 | Female | Two years or less] Mi pregunta seria si esto estaría solo disponible
en neatbeans o va a estar en otros IDES.
[My question would be if this would be available on neatbeans or it will be available
in other IDES.]
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